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EiCING

EX-

LIKE

THE

CITIZENS ARE PREVENTING THE
RAIDING OF NEW MEX
ICO RANCHES.

EEEELS OEOWINQ DESPERATE
BURNING RAILROAD TRAINS
WHICH FEDERALS HAVE
RIDDEN.

ON

Washington, Sept, 9 Arms and ammunition, which President Taft authorized exported to Mexico for tne
use) of Americans in danger from rebels in Cananea, have been ordered
Iheld up at Douglas, Ariz., until there
are assurances that they will not fall
into the hands of the rebels.
The arms will ho held at Douglas

'

1912.

li'J

PRICE

.

Zapatistas do not Make
Mexico City, Sept.

9.

Emiliano

SERIOUS MINE FIRE
Steubenville, O., Sept 9. Fire ori
ginating In a wash room at the foot
of the aii shaft in the Y: and O. coal
mine at iAmsterdam today started a
serious blaze. The miners fled

but for a time it was be
lieved five men had been suffocated
Later these men reartod the surface
through an emergency shaft

Public Interested in
Tomorrow Nigh t 's
Mass Meeting

Za-

pata's boasted advance on, the capital
has not yet materialized. Bands of
rebels were sighted between Ajusco
and Parrez, about 40 miles south of
arms'.
the capital, and undoubtedly there are representing Emperor Yoshlhito; ForIt ia expected here that the imme numbers of other bands riding about eign Minister Viscount TJchida, for
diate effect of rebel interference witfli in the neighborhood of Yautepec, east merly ambassador to the United
the railroad will be to hasten the ex. of Cuernavaca.
General States; Beigo Nagasaki, master of
However,
tra session of the Mexican senate to Overio de la O, In yet eoinpaigniny ceremonies of the Imperial household,
authorize the sending of troops out of iu tuo state oi Mexico near loluca, and the entire staff .of the American
Mexico and across New Mexico and the slate
capital, uoiouel batise has embassy.
Arizona to Chihuahua and Sonora. He and his suite were driven to the
just succeeded in driving back a big
General Steever, in. command of the force couiuaauued uy lie ia O, from former residence of
the late Prince
American border patrol, reports his lolecala to ilalinaleo and to Miacitt- - Ito, where
been reservhave
quarters
forces now sufficient to repel invad- lan. He estimated that 40 rebels ed for the American
and his
secretary
de-i
ers. Early dispatches to the war
weri killed. General de la 0 Is re- party. Mr. Knox arived at Yokofiatna
the
Salazair,
partment today reported
to be moving toward Ties Ma- in the afternoon on the armored cruileader encamped ported,
Mexican
rebel
20 miles soutii of loluca, where ser Maryland, which was conveyed inrias,
across the Arizona line opposite the
other rebels are known to he. Mili to the harbor by the Japanese battle-snl- j
Lang ranch threatening a raid into
men
Yi1 and tne armored cruisers
however, that
American territory. One of his troop- tary
"
"
ers, captured in a gktmish, has told pata may not intend to "concentrate Iwate and Tokfwa.'
hi
send
to
his
entire force, but
Charles Page Bryan, the American
army
American soldiers that raids upon
ambassador to Japan, was the grst
American ranchers were upon the per- forward in several columns.
Antonio Serna and there of his lieu person to go aboard the Maryland,
sonal ordera of Salazar, who wanted
:
tenants, who had aided him in forming where he spent half an hour in conbeef for hia men.
In anticipation at a raid by salazar a plan to open the capital to the Zapa ference with Mr. Knox. Shortly afterMajor Rice1 with three troops of tistas on the night of September 15, ward, Baron Kurino, the Japanese amraivalrv is encamped near the rebel were executed today by a squad of bassador to France, accompanied
by
leader. Outposts have been estab soldiers. Serna, who had given him- representatives of the imperial housellshed by both Bides, Major Rice is self the title of general, conceived the hold, of the foreign office and of the
concentrating his command, but the plot and since the arrest of himself army and navy, went on board the
nr.w t hnfne Datrolled by armed and a score of his followers in the American cruiser
and greeted the
cowboys, acting as scouts.
a few days ago, American special ambassador.
s suburb of this city
that
Steever
reported
General
they have' confessed that they expectOn landing from the cruiser Mr.
Johnson, Boone and Wagner, in
ed to engage in a season of loot on the Knox was given a reception by a comhad
forces,
the
of
patrolling,
charge
next Sunday. They mittee of Yokohama residents, headed
talked with Salazar near Lang's national holiday
to
confessed
also
he
having raided and by H. E. Cole, following, which the
Salazar
protested
ranch and that
meant no harm to Americans and was robbed a number of villages in the American party immediately entrain
not witia his men on the raid on the federal district. Yesterday the pris- ed for Tokio.
Culberson ranch. General Steever's oners were sent to Chalco and placed
that "Johnson does at the disposition of the military comdisDatch added
The commander heard the
mander.
not believe the statement"
comevidence and passed and executed
Brigadier General Murray,
manding the .western division, has sentence, all within 24 hours.
instructed Brigadier General Schuyler
That trouble is still feared on the
BEING GINNED
to utilize all the troops at Fort
of the fifteenth is indicated,!
night
two
has
and
dispatched
Ariz.,
the fact that the bankers!
.ovnirv to Aoache t0 however, by
oMur- - of the capital have agreed to name
-i
UP TO SEPTEMBER 729,926 BALES
atren&uussu wo
of their employes to act as
are needHAD BEEN HANDLED
ray reports that more troops
on that night, arming' the men
BY MACHINES.
ed and suggests that )art oi the Ninth guards
ar-t
D. A. with rifles from the government
cavalry on the way from Fort
is
learned that the big j WasUlnrt0I!
first cot- Russell, Wyoming, be assigned to his senals. It also
Sept The'
,
jewelry nouses are placing an m
ginning report of the census bu- , command.
foi
season.1 announced
The rebels are reported threatening valuable jewelry in stock In the
729.926 hales ginned
the city of Torreon. The reported vic- banks for safekeeping.
today, ..shows
prior to September 1. Round bales
tory of the federal troops at Nacozui
Rebels Want Cananea.
included 6,134. Sea Island bales in
Is discredited in a dispatch to the war
Naco, Ariz., Sept. 9. With five hun- cluded 213.
department from General Schuyler,
who telegraphed it was generally ac- dred Americans Isolated at Cananea,
Ginning by states follows: Alabama:
cepted that the rebels had been paid the mining center torto miles south 12,798; Arkansas, 81; Florida, 1,769;
to of this point on the ?urd,er, friends Georgia, 33,984; Louisiana, 1,702; Mis
by the Nacozari railroad company
leave the vicinity. It was added that here today await the arrival of the! sissippi, 456; North Carolina, 670; Okseveral Americans remained in the first refugees or couriers. The carj lahoma, 273; South Carolina, 4,254;
Mormon colony at that place, but re- of rifles and ammunition which ar-- ! Texas, 673,839.
fused to leave until ordered by their rived here yesterday from the San
Antonio arsenal, sent by the United
bishop.
COPPER STOCKS DECREASE
States government to arm the Ameri-New
isj
Line.
of
the
settlement,
cans
Guard
the
York, Sept. 9. The statement
mining
Cowboys
of the Coppuer Producers'- - association
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 9. American guarded by United States; troops.
The munitions arrived a few hours for August shows a decrease In stocks
cowboys on guard on the New Mexico line near Hachita Sunday, prevent- after flbe rebels had cut all railroad j oa hand of 3,579,047 pounds, compared
ed Inez Salazar, the rebel leader, from connection between the American set-- i with the previous month. Total prototlement and the border. There are; duction was 145,628,521
crossing into New Mexico to buy
against 137,- bacco and other supplies which the onlv three troops of United States
domestic delive
in
with
July
rebel leader wtehed to procure. The cavalry stationed on the border at this ries at 78,722,418, a
gain of 7,628,037,
comcowboys have gathered there, armed, point It was reported before all
while foreign deliveries of 70,485,150
four
cut
was
hundred
if
that
munication
on
rebels
to
the
fire
they try
ready
a gain of 10,363,810
to cross. They told Salazar they federal troops had arrived at Cana- represented
Total
deliveries of 149,207-56two
is
hundred
the
over
this
pounds.
came
If
h
true,
tlu,
nea,
if
would shoot him
were
17,991,858 pounds In
pounds
line. They could plainly see many
side
of
on
excess
American
from
Four)
July
the
(Continued
Page
stolen horses
;
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COTTON MANUFACTURERS MEET.
. New
London, Conn., Sept. 9. Cotton manufacturers from all parts f
the country are in attendance at tn,e
ninety-thirannual meeting of the Na
tion Associattion of Cotton Manufac
turers which opened today for a three
day session at "The Grlswold," Eastern, Point, near this city. At the open
ing session thjet members were wel
comed by Governor Simeon Baldwin
and
President
Edwia Farnham JULES VEDRINES MAKES , FAST
Greene delivered his annual address.
TIME IN GORDON BEN-

FRERCIIilfJ SURE
0

TROPHY

Later the governor held a reception
NETT RACE.
in honor of the visiting
Many important suDjects will come
IN
PAYMENT
FCU
WCSX up for discussion during the three HE MAKES 115
AN HOUR
days of the , meeting, - among them
questions concerning, the conduct of
IT IS PROPOSED TO MAKE REIM textile mills, tariff relations to the DARING AVIATOR M0UNT8 INTO
BURSEMENT FOR CONSTRUC- THE HEAVENS IN SPITE OF
industry, the workmen's compensation
laws of the- country, mechanical equipTION TO DATE.
BRISK GALE.
ments, cotton growing and many matters of a purely technical nature.
AT
AN
AMERICANS STILL ECFEFUL
EQUITABLE FIGURE

MIS

.

EXPERTS WILL DETERMINE WHAT
IS PROPER AMOUNT TO
BE PAID.

"PURE FOOD" NEW

BELLOYD

WILSON SLOGAN

THOMPSON
EXPECTS
TO BREAKS RECORD THIS
AFTERNOON.

Daniel A. Camfield, president of the
Chicago, Sept. 9. Jul,es Vedrines,
Camfield Development company, this DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE TAKES driving a Deerdussin monoplane, was
UP WITH THE DOCthe first contestant to start today In
morning appeared" before the board of
TORS
trustees of the Las Vegas land grant
the world's aviation championship
race for the James Gordon Bennet
and reiterated his offer to deed back
to the grant the land given him some
New York, Sept 9. A conference
franc trophy. Although there wa
time ago as compensation for the con of advocates of pure food legislation, considerable wind, Vedrines refused
struction of the irrigation
project attended by Governor Wilson, resulted to delay his start He soon reached
north of this city, provided the legal today in a plan to organize workers a speed of 103 miles an hour. He finaction to recover his bond of flOO,-00- for pure food laws throughout the ished the course of 124.8 miles in 10
minutes 66.85 seconds. Vedrines' avbe dropped, and he be paid a rea
country In an association to work for
sonable amount for the work already
erage speed was about 105.5 miles an
success
next
November.
democratic
almost but not quite equal to bis
hour,
accomplished.
Governor Wilson discussed his attirecord. Vedrines completed
Mr. Camfield was unable to state
previous
tude on this subject and the demo his
spin before noon, spinning thirty,
just how much money would bo re.
cratic platform, in so far as it relat- times over the 4.14 mile course as
quired to reimburse him for his ex
ed to pure food legislation, with Prosmootihly as a swallow veers around
penditures but stated he would be
fessor
Irving Fisher of Yale, Dr. Woods a church spire.
a
be
deter
willing tq accept
figure to
mined upon between the trustees and Hutchina, Dr. 3, M. McCormlck, Dr.
Hopes that America still may have
himslf. It was the understanding Thomas Darlington and Dr. William a chance of retaining for another
Evans, former health commissioners year the James Gordon Bennett trothat the grant hoard was to pay for
New York and Chicago respective phy, which was won by Charles T.
of
not
would
of
value
prove
nothing that
to it in finishing the irrigation sys ly; Dr. J. B. Murphy of Chicago, presi- Weymann at the Isle of Sheppy, Engtem,
dent of the American Medical society, land, last year and which la the symbol of world supremacy, are centered
Mr. Camfield suggested that an en- and other leaders In the movement
ftin&ur bo HefeuUrfl to appra'loei the
At the oonclAlon of tho conferdjce ia DoLJoytf llhomuBoa. 'I'homnsojr
work and that a representative of the Governor Wilrfin dictated the follow thie afternoon will attempt a flight
in a Niuport monoplane. It Is generboard go to Denver and examine the ing interview:
ally
believed, however, that his
records of the expenditures of the
"The democratic platform is much
will be unable to exceed 70
in bringing the the
Camfield company
mos direct and explicit
strongest,
miles. tJJncertainty existed whether
work to Its present state of half-coon the question of public health and
any of the other American contestpletion, After some discussion Mr.'
food. Tne conference which I ants would be able to start.
the pure
Camfield promised to submit-tattended was to organize and develop
The time, taken by laps, of Vedrines'
board at an early date an itemized list
side of the campaign. I expect to run showed he kept up a fairly even
that
his
of expenses Incurred by
company
make the question of the proper reg- speed. In the first lap he made the
together with a statement of tne
of public health and pure food four miles In two minutes and 24.58
ulation
aaem
for
amount he would
(reasonable
a settlement for the work already one of the principal features of my seconds.
"I lhave won the trophy," exclaimdone. It is understood this will be campaign."
ed Vedrines when he returned to the
ovr $100,000.
12,-0-

Mr. Knox was accompanied bv Mrs.
Knox and a suite including Ransford
Miller, chief of the far eastern division
of the state department. The American party was given a cordial reMr. Knox was met at the
ception,
Tokio station by Prince Tekugawa,

Good

ASKED

TO SUBMIT A

private
today, but did not hold a public session of his investigation.'
IS
FIHST REPRESENTATIVE
Company I, United States army Big-- 1
nal corps, reached hero this after- noon from Fort D. A. Russell, Wyom- DELEGATES FROM OTHER NA
TIONS ARE EXPECTED
ing, to establish communication along
'
the Texas, Arizona; and New Mexico
SOON
frontier for the Trnited States troops
now guarding the border. Two more
A
ROYAL
WELCOME
regiments of cavalry will reinforce the GETS
border patrol this week.
A number of disarmed rebel soldiers FLEET
OF WARSHIPS MEETS THE
are crossing into Texas east of El
VESSEL CARRYING THE
Paso, according to reports brought
AMERICAN
here today to, Mexican federal offiof
cials, having quit the command
Tokio, Sept. 9. The American secrePascual Orozco, east of here. Mexican federal advices are that Orozco tary of state, Philander C. Knox, the
Is himself about captured by federal first special envoy to the funeral of
troops, who apparently have him sur- the late emperor Mutsuhito to reach
rounded south of Ojinaga.
Japan, arived at Tokio this evening.

"Force
Habit"

CITY EDITION

CAIIELO

TOKIO

until the railway south as far as Naco- zarl is clear of rebels or until the
Mexican government is able to furnish
a guard to insure the safety of the

,i

9,

of the border in the possession of Sal-- ,
KILLING ARMENIANS.
.
azar's rebels. This information was
to
Chicago, Sept. 9. According
bio,i:;ht here by Bishop 0, P. Brown,
special cable from Constantinople to
of the Mormon 'church, who went to!
the Chicago Daily News, the massacre
Hachita Sunday with Mexican federal
of Armenians by Kurds has been re
otticers to inspect some horses of
sumed. Two villages in Armenia have
Mormon refugees, which the main fedbeen piUaged and twenty-eigh- t
of the
eral government will buy for cavalry
inhabitants killed. Another village
use.
lhas been destroyed by fire. The local
United States Senator A. B. Fall of
authorities are powerlees to preserve
New Mexico will return here Wednesorder. The people of the disturbed
day from California to join Senator WILL ATTEND THE FUNERAL OF district keep inside their houses. For- GRANT BOARD WILLING TO EN
William Aldeu Smith in his investigaeign consuls are meeting to consider
THE LATE EMPEROR
TERTAfIN PROPOSITION
tion of the Mexican rebellion. Senator
the crisis.
MUTSUHITO
FROM CONTRACTOR.
conferences
Smith had several

ARRIVES

ON

EVIDENTLY
GOVERNMENT
PECTS TO INTERVENE IN
NEAR FUTURE.

SEPTEMBER

SECRETARY KNOX

BORDER

rr.

.x.

Tem-

perature

CQ7.I3YS

r?

Las Vegas people have taken
kindly to the calling of a pub
lic meeting in the Commercial
club rooms tomorrow night
for a free and open discussion
of the Irrigation project upon
the Las Vegas land grant.
There is every indication
that the rooms will be jammed.
This condition is appreciat-

ed by the business men and
officers of the Commercial club,
and, should the attendance
become too large for the capacity of the apartments, adjournment will be taken to a
larger hall, probably the room
on the second floor of the city
hall.
C"iiAWi,S'. G. Wilrd and bev-erother prominent citizens
have suggested that the work
upon the irrigation system be
.completed by the board of trustees of the land grant. This
plaa will be discussed at
length.
Other scheme
have been
proposed. They will be talked,
over thoroughly.
Facts will be stated clearly
in order that everybody may
know the status of the big project The public, being inter- '
ested in the future of the
community, le entitled to know
the facts.
And '.the grant
board' i entitled io know what
public sentiment demands of
it.
A number of leading citizens'
have promised to address the
meeting. All the financial and
engineering aspects of the mat'

ter

will he gone Into

at

con-

siderable detail.
It is Important that YOU
be there, Mr. Business Man
and Mr. Public Spirited Citizen. Make no other engagement for Tuesday evening. Let
nothing keep you away. Let it
be seen that you have at
heart the advancement of Las
Vegas and are willing to give
the advantage of your judgment to the solution of this,
the most Important question
. Las Vegas
has been called
upon to face In her entire history.
.

(- -

FEEGUSSON
A

TO GET

REN01IINATI0N

N. M., Sept.

9.

o

something
The board then adojumed subject
to the call of the chairman. Mr. Cam- field left this afternoon for 'his homein Greeley, Colo. He will return as
soon as he has prepared his figures.
It is not likely that much more will
be done until the latter part of thiB
month.

WHO KILLED

"BUGS"

OLD

RAYMOND

FAMOUS PITCHER DIED BECAUSE
OF A FRACTURED
SKULL

TO I1UR0ER There is no other

-

SEVENTEEN YEARS AGO
PATRICK HALEY SAYS HE
FERS DEATH OR PRISON
TO HIS CONSCIENCE.

Con-

tests from Chaves and Colfax counties
occupied the time of the delegates tc
the democratic Btate convention hert,
this morning. Aside from these contests, the convention promises to he
harmonious. Harvey B. Fergnsson, of
Albuquerque, Incumbent, will be nominated for conirress, probably without
Three presidential elecopposition.
tors are to be named. The convention
meets at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon.

PRE-- .

Chicago. Sept 9. Conscience strick
en for seventeen years over having
killed a man in St. Louis whose name
he never lear ie.1, Patrick Haley, 57
years old, surrendered to the Chicago
police today and asked to be sent
back to the Missouri city to answer
to a charge of murder.
"I bav been dodging the police
and suffering the tortures of an evil
CALIFORNIA'S DAY
conscience and I can stand it no
d
Calif., Sept 9.The
not
had
Stockton,
"I
have
said
Haley.
longer,"
admission
the
of
I
that
anniversary
a happyt moment since killed
man In St Louis. Any punishment of California to the Union was obgiven me for the crime will he prefer- served here today with, a mamomtll
able! to that I (have suffered."
celebration under the auspices of the
Native1 Sons, of the Golden West Hun-

Sept. 9. City detectives
of the coroner's office
attaches
and
today reported that a post mortem
examination showed that Arthur L.
Raymond, former pdtcher for the New
York National league baseball team,
died Saturday as the result of a fractured skull and not from heart disOVER
OR. SMITH
ease, as was first supposed.
"Bugs" Raymond died as the result
OFFICE TO DLISILLS
of an assault and his assailant will
be under arrest by night, according
to detectives working on the death
HOWEVER,
of the ball player. Raymond was giv- IT IS UNDERSTOOD,
THAT HE WILL NOT'FORFEIT
en a terrific beating at the Elsdon,
a short time
111., baseball grounds,
HIS CONTRACT RIGHTS
before his death and his skull was
I
fractured tlhen,
M Dr. William Porter Mills, appointed
Saturdav it was announced thlJ by the board of trustees of the New
Raymond had died of heart disease Mexico Hospital for the Insane to sucaggravated hy excessive heat. His ceed Dr. H. M. Smith, as suerintend-en- t
body was found in a room of a downof the hospital, today assumed
town hotel by a maid.
charge of the Institution. Dr. Smith,
who has a contract with the board
to serve as superintendent for five
TRINIDAD SANTOS DEAD,
two of which have passed, turnyears,
Mexico City, Mex Sept. 9 Trini
dad' Santos, editor of El Pals for ten ed the keys of the institution over to
Is understood that he
years and a noted political insurgent, Dr. Mills, but it
the fight for the right
not
has
given
up
had
been
Is dead. Santos
jailed many
to retain his position and fulfill his
times for political utterances and
contract.
Chicago,

"That is practically certain
machine on the
field that can approach my time, it
means much to France. Three times
before, France, which has taken surth
a prominent part in aviation, has
seen the trophy captured by either
America or England.. Now I think we
have it"
Major Samuel Reber of New York,
chairman of the contest committee of
the Aero Club of America, this afternoon conceded the trophy to France.
"We have; not a ghost of a show,"
he said. v"The only question is which
one of the Frenchmen will carry off
the honor. None of our machines
could come within forty minutes of
Vedripes' time."

hangar.

CONFESSES

sixty-secon-

;

TINS

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
EXTO
CONPECTS
ENDORSE
GRESSMAN'S RECORD
Albuquerque,

ma-chll- ia

.

dreds of membere of the organization
and other visitors from all over the
state were In attendance,

REPUBLICAN

PRIMARY

IN CITY BALL TONIGHT
THE COUNTY
TO
DELEGATES
CONVENTION WILL BE
CHOSEN.

The republican voters of precinct
No 29 will hold primaries tonight at
8 o'clock In the city hall for the purpose of electing 11 delegates to the
county convention, which will be held
Wednesday in the couuty court house
to select 30 delegates to the state
Thursconvention in Albuquerque
day.
All republican voters are urged to
attend.

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY

TWO

OPTIC, MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

9,

1912.

to secure their wishes ex
able th-epressed in terms of law.
OF A
i
r- t
H r
Here is the present situation; the.
f
I
t
I t
to
unable
been
Camfield company has
carry out its contract. It is well
YOUNG
OF known that this company is willing to
deed back its land, accept a fair
compensation for its work, pay up all
ULLpL-its debts and leavjo a clear field. Let'
me eay right here, that, while I was
never one of those who thought it
DISTRICT ATTORNEY GIVES HIS wise to award the Camfield contract ED OTERO OF SOCORRO, REMAND
ED TO JAIL IN DEFAULT
yet I am convinced that the company
OPINION REGARDING IRRI- -'
OF BOND.
accepted the contract in absolute good
CATION SYSTEM.
faith and was prevented from contin
In 'our "WOOLTEX" and "PRINTZESS" line of
Socorro, N. M., Sept 9. Having
uing only by unfortunate financial difLas Vestas, Sept 9, 1912.
Suits and Skirts you will find the finest
oe oniy iiuutssv waived a preliminary hearing, Ed
ana
wouiu
it
ncuiues,
To The Optic:
'
for
examples of the Designers Art and the Tailors Skill.
Read at random almost any speech and Just to pay a fair valuation ' Otero, the Mexican accused of crimldone.
has
the
this
company
work
Esther
little
Williams,
Record
assaulting
naly
reported In the Congressional
out of daughter of Hugh Williams, a Santa
and you Will learn that unl"88 tne But the Camfield company
to
dam
built? Fe engineer,, on Tuesday night, today
how
be
the
the
is
way,
the
desired
by
particular legislation
more the view was held to await the action of the
orator be enacted continents are lia- I want to urge once
com grand Jury, his bond being fixed at
ble to crash and the Heavens fall, that I have always held, that the
itself.
do
should
this
work
Unable to furnish the bond!
$5,000.
or at the least that tiie nation will munity
possessing every desirable style feature of the season and combining quality and service with beauty,
to
was
that
It
learn
was
Otero
remanded to the county
Saturday
of
pleasing
speedily be hrought to the verge
Boucher
been
Messrs.
Blood
had
and
jail..
make these two lines the most desirable garments to be had. Every garment in either line posia cataclysm of horrors. But a few
this view; that
The hearing took place this after
week and political spellbinders will so aotively' pushing
.
assurances from a noon at 2 o'clock before Justice of the
tively
be frantically appealing to the elec they have received
who
citizens
of
number
the
court
E.
A.
house.
at
the
large
Peace
Green,
savo
the govern
torate once more to
contracts A crowd of several hundred peole,
ment and the people from destruction, signed the old government
renew made up of both men and women.
to
would
that
he
willing
they
this
"whether
But as a matter of fact
contracts with the Las Vegas many of them prominent In the com
or that measure becomes law, wheth these
the board decide munity, filled the court house yard,
er the powers that be are overthrown, grant board, shouldwork
You owe to yourself to see these lines. Let us show them to
with the back having been denied admittance to the
or the old order changeth, the bust to undertakeK the
you.
of
the
room
court
community.
because
Green
ing
on
by
Judge
prosper
nees of the country keeps
will
that
when
remembered
be
It
manifested
of the intense feeling
ing, new Industries are built Up, the the
was mooted, against the alleged ravisher, coupled
government
willing worker everywhere receives contracts for theproject
sale of ten thou- with the delicate nature of the case.
full and due meed for his toil and
to be included !i
acres
land
sand
of
Young . Otero entered the court
the
DrOBDerttl
among
rwoR and
acre In ten room in charge of a deputy sheriff
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VeState
the
New
of
Mrs. Mary V. Woods, Las
The opposition became too hot for the dominant body, however, and un
our25
gas, N. M.
the governor, who withdrew the ob- disputed control In the chamber Mexico, have this day associated
selves
for
the
M
60
of
N.
together
Nathan
purpose
Ocate,
Weil,
noxious decree, and the belles of
amounts practically to control of con
forming a corporation under the laws Geo, W. Waterman, Ann Ar
again go about in their scant gress.
of
the state of New Mexico, and we
., 12
bor, Mich.
..;
native costumes.
Out of the weird medley of revolu
hereby
N. M.. 12
certify:
Peter
Lag
Vegas,
Roth,
tionary propaganda which has reached
1. That the corporate name
1b Sacramento
Baca, Shoemaker,
The London Shakespeare league Is the
capital from the camps of Orozco People's Bank and Trust
25
in
N. M.
Company.
for
St In the north, from those of Zapata in
erecting
busy with, a plan
2. The business of said corporation
2
M.
J.
P.
N.
"Leonard's church, Shoreditch, a tablet
R'tvera,
Moog,
the south and from the trails of rebel-Hon- shall be carried on in the
of Las
Antonio Lncero, Las Vegas,
to the memory of the Elizabethan accity
peons in districts so remote that Vegas,
n. m. .;
County of San. Miguel and
tors buried there . It is usual to think
of Zapta and Orozco are State of New
names
the
Mexico,
of Southwark cathedral as the actors'
Albino B, Gallegos, Las Vegas,
the most dominant note
3.
The authorized amount of the
10
N. M.
church, for it is there that Edmund, rarely heard,
all unite "Madero
Is
which
in
that
the brother and fellow actor of Shakescapital stock of said corporation is the R. P. J. Gemricher,
Onava,
must resign." For the most part the sum of Two Hundred
6
N. M.
Fifty Thousand
peare, lies buried. But the first theareasons
for
have
rebels
vague
uniting Dollars ($250,000!00), divided Into Six J W. Crawford,
ters were near Shoreditch, and It is
Onava, N. M... 6
there that the early actors lie at rest. in this demand and will resort to the Thousand two Hundred fifty (6250) Jessie E, Brown, Las Vegas,
All traces of the theaters have disap- charge that the president has failed shares of the par value of Forty Dol
N. M.
12
made in his
lars ($10.00) each.
peared from the district; but, like to fulfill the promises
Jose A Baca,, Las Vegas, N.M.. 25
4.
many places in Ixndon, one of the un- "Plan of San Luis Potosi."
The amount of the capital stock Maria R. Baca, Las Vegas, N. M..' 13
The1 charge is not without basis, but
lovely streets perpetuates the "memory
dence of the several shareholders,, and Aurella Baca, Las Vegas, N .If.. 1?
this time is One Hundred Thousand Geo. A. Fleming, Las Vegas, N.
Dollars ($100,000.00), and more than
M
25
One Hundred
6. The number of the board of diThousand Dollars
A-UL- QOa
($100,000.00) of the capital stock, so rectors is Fifteen (15)
and those
has been actually paid up, elected as the first board of directors
subscribed,
the
circulation
as
Milarla Is a species of blood poverty knownto Anaemia;
supply the system with in lawful money of the United States, are as follows:
so weak and impure that It is unable
Efficient nourishment and etrength to preserve ordinary health. In the and Is in the custody of the persons
SIGMUND NAHM,
grows pal and sallow, the .appetite herein named as the first board of di
DANIEL CASSIDY,
first stages of Malaria the complexion and
there is.a general feeling of weak-IpS- T
the system grows bilious,
rectors.
CLEOFES ROMERO,
masaturated
the
with
As the circulation becomes more thoroughly
5.
The names and! places of resi- CHAS. DANZIGER,
larial infection, the digestion is deranged, chills
D. L, BATCHELOR,
and fever come and go, skin diseases, boils, sores the number of shares subscribed by
.
50
and ulcers break out, and the entire health becomes Daniel Cassidy, Cleveland
ELMER E. VEEDER,
impaired. Malaria can only be cured by removing1 each, are as follows:
JOSE FELIX", ESQUIDEL,
the germs from the blood. S. S. S. destroys every
'
No.
of
J.
E. BROWN,,
Shares
and
builds
the
infection
up
V
I particle of malarial
Name and residence
subscribed
CLEMENTE
v.,......w...
a
PADlIJA,
to
Dlooa
tm fc- -'
strong
I .Trtm rprpivea its"Bul,"u6
proper amount of nutriment, Bernhardt Appel, Las Vegas,
; CECTLIO ROSENWALD,
mi

I.H..M,.
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The number of years of said cor-poration. Is to continue is fifty (50).
8. The purposes for which said corporation is formed are as follows:
To receive money in trust
(1).
and to accumulate the same at such
rate of interest as may be obtained or
agreed upon, or to allow such rate
of Interest thereon as may be agreed
upon, not exceeding in either case
the legal rate; to receive upon depomoney and persit, for
sonal property of every description;
to guarantee special deposits and to
own and control a safety vault and
to rent the boxes therein.
(2) To accept and execute all such
trusts and perform such duties of ev
ery description, as may be committed,
or transferred to them by order, Judg
ment or decree of any of the courts
of record of this state or of any other
state, or of the United States, or of
any foreign state or government'
(3) To take, accept and hold by
7.

order, judgment or decree of any
court of this state, or of any other
state, or of the United States, or of
any foreign state or government, or
by gift, grant assignment, transfer,
devise or bequest of any person or
corporation, Bny real or personal
property, in trust and to executed
perform all such legal tand lawful
trusts In regard to the same, upon the
terms, conditions, limitations and re
strictions, whioh may be declared imposed, established or. agreed upon, in
and by such order, judgment decree,
gift, grant assignment,' transfer, devise or bequest, and to execute, as
prinfcipal or surety and to guarantee
or
against loss any
proncipal
surety upon any bond or bonds,
required by law( to be given,
In any proceeding in law or in equity,
In any of the courts of this state,
or other states or of the United
States.
(4) To act as agent or attorney
in fact for any person or corporation in the management or control of
real or personal property, and the
sale or conveyanc,e of the same, and
for the investment of money, and to
act for and represent corporations for
the purpose of issuing, registering,
the
transferring and counter-signincertificates of stock, bonds or other
evidences of debt, of any corporation,
association, municipality, state of public authority, on such terms as may
be agreed upon,
(5) To accept from, and execute
trusts for, married women in respect
to their separate property, whether
real or penoiMtt, subject to the general laws of the state regulating the
disposition or control thereof, and to
act as agent for them in the management of such property.
(6) To act as executor under the
las$ will, or as aumjnlstrator of the
estate, of any deceased person, or as
guardian of the estate or curator of
any infant, insane person, idiot or
habitual drunkard or convict
(7) To guarantee the fidelity and
diligent performance of their duty
of any perscns or corporations, holding places of publio or private trust;
to guarantee, or become surety, on!
g

i

I

any bond given by any person or coror guaran
poration, and to
tee any person or corporation against
loss or damage by reason of any risk,
assumed by insuring the fidelity or
diligent performance of duty of any
such person or corporation, or by
guaranteeing or becoming surety on
any bond; to guarantee the principal
or Interest, or, both, of any securities
of any kind, and to certify and guarantee titles' to real estate.
(8) To loan money upon real estate personal and collateral security,
and to purchase, invest In and sell
all kinds of government, state, municipal and other bonds and all kinds
of negotiable and
pa-- j
per and other investment security
9. . The location
of the principal
office and place of business shall be
In the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, and the name of the agent in
charge thereof, and upon whom process against said corporation may be
served, Is John W. Harris.
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this
tenth day of August, nineteen hundred

-

twelve.
DANIEL STERN,
(Seal)
GEORGE H. HUNKER,
(Seal)
JOHN W, HARRIS
(Seal)
'
GEO. A. FLEMING
(Seal)
BERNHARDT APPEL
(Seal)
'
PETER ROTH
(Seal)
GEO. E. MORRISON
(Seal)
LUCY V. CLEMENT
(Seal)
JACOB STERN
(Seal)
ADELAIDO GONZALES,
(Seal)
ALBINO B. GALLEGOS,
(Seal)
'
ELMER E. VEEDER,
(Seal)
ALFRED NOLETTE,
(Seal)
E. E. GEHRING
(Seal)
E. W. HART
(Seal)
JOSE A. BACA
(Seal)
MARY V. WOODS,
(Seal)
CHARLOTTE I. FUGATE (Seal)
'
I NORA B. MORRISY
(Seal)
MRS. CHAS. BEHRINGER, (Seal)
D. L, BATCHELOR,
(Seal)
E. R. RUSSELL
(Seal)
C. B. FITCH,
(Seal)
THOS. S. SMITH.
(Seal)
State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss.
On this 10th day of August, 1912,
before me, a notary public, in and for
'

fi-u- j
of the People's Bank and Trust com
pany of Las Vegas, New Mexico:
State of New Mexico
County of San MiguoL ss.
John W. Harris, Geo. H. Hunker,
Chas. Danziger, D. L. Batchelor, Elmer E. Veeder, J. A. Baca, Bernhard
Appel and Clemente Padilla, a major-

ity of tho persons named in the articles or IncorpoiaCon, as a firnt board
of directors of 0:8 People's Bt.nk and
Trust company, of Las Vegas, New
Mexico, being each duly sworn, did
say each for himself and not one for
another, that One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00) of the capital stock of said corporation has been
actually subscribed and that more
than $100,000.00 of the stock so sub
scribed has been actually paid M
them In lawful money of the United
States, and Is now In the hands and
control of the persons above named
as the first board of directors of said
corporation.

:

JOHN W. HARRIS,
GEO. H. HUNKER,
ELMER E. VEEDER,
CLEMENTS PADILLA,
CHAS. DANZIGER,
BERNHARDT APPEL,
D. L. BATCHELOR,

JOSE A. BACA,
Subscribed and sworn 1o te'ere me
by each of the persons above named
this 12th day of August A. D. 1912,
I

Commission.
Aug. 13, 1912; 10:45 A.
'
M. Geo. VW. Armijo, Clerk. Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
SIOUX INDIANS OPEN FAIR.
Dupree, S. D., Sept. 9. The second
annual fair of the Sioux Indians of the
Cheyenne and Standing Rock reserva
tions on Virgin Creek was openjed today in the presence of thousands of
spectators from, all parts of the state.
The display of farm products raised

by the Indians is very creditable and
of considerable Interest to th,e visiting farmers. The program for the
week of the fair Includes horse races,
broncho busting contests and other
typically western sports. Three thousand dollars will be distributjed !n
premiums and prizes to the most successful exhibitors.

the said county and state, personally
appeared Daniel Stern, Geo. H. Hun
ker, John W, Harris, Geo. A. Fleming,
Bernhardt Appel, Peter Roth, Geo. E.
Morrison, Lucy V. Clements, 'Jacob
Stern, Adelaldo Gonzales, Albino B.
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FAIR
Alfred
Gallegos, Elmer E. Veeder,
Huron, S. D., Sept 9. With every-Nolette, E. E. Gehrlng, E. W. Harty
Josa A. Baca. Mar V. Woods, D. X thing in rend nesa tor the publics and
Batcholor, Charlotte I. Fugate, Norah prospects for a successful season, the
i".. Morrlssey,
Mrs. Chas. Behringer, South Dakota state fair threw open its
E. R. Russell, C. B. Fitch and Thos. gates here this morning. It will con
Smith, to me known to be the per tinue through the? week. The exhibition Is one of the rngsf complete ever.
sons described In and who execute
acstaged In this part of ihe country, disand
the foregoing instrument
the
playing the agricultural and other reexecuted
knowledged that they
sources of nearly every county of.
same as their free act and deed,
In witness wheroirf I have hereunto South Dakota. The array 6i free
set my hand and seal the day and amusements is unusually large, with
the speed meeting and aviation flights
year last above written.
as the big features.
C. A, HUNKER, "
r
(Seal)
Notary Public
My commission expires Sept 3, 1914.
WANTED 'Clean c6tt6n fags. Optic
In the matter of the Incorporation office.
'
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uallow complexions grow ruddy and healthful, .the
N. M.
symptom .1. M.
liver and digestion are righted andS. every
Abercrombie, Anton Chl- cures
S.
S.
in
every
nf Malaria passes away.
N. ,M. ...
...........
eo,
and
a
is
safe
Wood. S. S. S.
.
... ii. H"
pleasant remedy
,
case txfcause
medical advice free. Alice A. Beeves,
t1
an(j
W(xxi
any
Emporia,
one.
as well as an efficient
Kansas ...
Till SVIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

25
5

.

25

JOSE

A. BACA,

JNO. W. HARRIS
CEO. E. MORRISON,
BERNHARD APPEL,
GEO. H. HUNKER

C. A. HUNKER,

Notary Public.
(Seal)
My commission expires Sept 3, 1912.
Endorsed No. 7279. Cor. Rec'd. VoL
6 Page 179 Articles of Incorporation
of People's Bank and Trust Company.
Filed in office of State Corporation

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
'
v
'
good secure repeat orders, v
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertiseS goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness,
-

Always Pays
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would not err, in demanding that parents be notified la all cases where
such notification la possible and that
the widest publicity and verification
of Qualification for entering into the
married state should he given. The
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Cavalry Leaves for Border
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept 9. The first
squadron of the Ninth cavalry, constituting the first section to leave Fort
t). A. Russell for the Mexican border,
departed immediately after noon to-

-

ui

ACCEPT

day. Pactlcally the entire regiment
Is now loaded aboard
cars except
which
left
yesterday morn
Troop K,
LOCAL MAN NOT, ABLE TO SERVE ing for Love.land, Colo., to participate

in exercises at the county aflr there.
The regiment is filled to peace
strength and consists of 12 troops
of $5 men each, 48 officers and mem
bers of the hospital corps. No word
has been received by Colonel Dyer,
commanding Fort D. A. Russell, indi
cating that the infantry and artillery
will be called to the border.

AS

PRESipENTIAL
tions)
ELECTOR
Remit by draft, check or money
not
will
we
order. If sent otherwise
The democratic county convention
be responsible for loss.
late
on
Saturday afternoon elected 22 del
applicaSpecimen copies free
to the state convention, which
egates
tion.
convened In Albuquerque this morn
AT
DISCONTINUED
ing, andvendorsed Will lag G. Haydon
ALL PAPERS
for the nomination as one of the three
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR
presidential electors from New Mexico. The delegates chosen are as
,
J. D. Hand, Pablo Hen-eraAdvertisers are guaranteed the
circulation
and
weekly
Antonio
Lucero, El
Clements Padilla,
largest dally
of any newspaper in northern New mer Veeder, N. C. de Baca, Eugenlo
'
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Mexico.
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FOItBiODING ELOPEMENTS
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Sena, Flladelfo Baca, Joe Baca,
nesto Guerin, Susano. Ortiz, Bernardo
Montoya, Victorino Abeyta, Pablo Padilla, W. G. Ogle, E. V, Long, E. G.
Murphey, W, . Haydon, A. A. Jones
F. J. Wesner, W. A, Givens and'D. W.
Condon.
These representatives of San Miguel
county departed yesterday" for the
Duke Cfty onafternoon and evening
'
trains, almost the entire delegation
men who
of
Proxies
the
trip."
making
were unable to attend the convention
were placed, , in the hands of other
democrats bound for Bernanillo county to attend the big show.
William. G. Haydon, who was ef
dorsed 'by the convention for nomi
nation as presidential elector, stated
G--

MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

OF BUCKSKSn

HARNESS NICK DEMPSEY
GOT WAS OF LEATHER.

Thereby

Campa Growing Desperate.
Ariz., Sept. 9. Emilio
Tucson,
Campa today served notice on the
Southern Pacific officials at Tucson
that he would destroy the railroad
system in western Mexico, root and
branch, if the company persisted in
hauling federals. He began at once
by burning a passenger train captured Sunday at Villa Vjergie on the
branch line from Naco to Cananea,
after allowing one coach of passengers to roll down hill into Naco. He
Is now engaged in hitching an engine
to the telegraph poles, and pulling
them down.

Among the wise recommendations
of the American Bar association at its
Troops to Leave Wednesday.
recent meoting In Milwaukee is one,
Fort Riley, Kan., Sept 9 The Thir
teenth United States cavalry, ordered
designed to prevent elopements, says
to the Mexican border, will entrain
the Kansas City Journal. It Is pro
Wednesday Instead ot Thursday, ac
posed that a uniform provision ba
cording to instructions received from
placed in tho marlage laws of all the
the war department today by Colonel
states, prohibiting fba ixifonnanc tit
the weddia? ceremony vaHl five days yesterday afternoon that the endorse C. A, P. Hatfield, commanding officer
have elapsed from the lEhtianoe of tho ment was unsolocited and that should of the post. Preparations for depart
license, this Is aTmere detail "and he receive thai honor- - he. would be. vure are being rushed.
eome
other method of securing unable to accept.
the result aimed at may be The democrats of San Miguel en
lound-moreffoctl. But the under- dorsed "H, B. Fergusson
FIRST DIRECT PRIIIARY
lying principle Is sound $nd any ef nation for representative In congress,
fective provision for preventing hasty and the delegates to the state con
and
marriages Is a step in vention were instructed to place his IN STATE OF COLORADO
the right dlrecin. ;' name before the meeting.
While it is true that a great many
kMANY CANDIDATES ON THE TIC
marriage are entered into with ample NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
KETS OF BOTH OLD
deliberation and wide publicity, it Is New York, Sept 9. Last week's
PARTIES.
also true that a very large proportion bank statement, which sowed the sur
of the marriages that eventually lead plus reserve to be a very nominal fig
Denver, Colo., Sept. 9. Today will
to the divorce courts are contracted ure, and the1 Mexican situation were mark the close of Colorado's first pri
y persona with a wholly perverted held accountable for the comparative mary campaign and early tomorrow
Idea of what constitutes real "rom heaviness. ..of,. today's .market Harri-man'- balloting will begin for the nomina
.
,,
.
. ...
m.
and Reading were mildly pres" tion of presidential Sectors, two Unit
ui;e.
mey conceive it to oe "ro- mantid to elope, and In a spirit of sea for , sales, with less pressure ed States senators, four congressmen
willfulness that Is too often flippant, against Hill, issues. ? Canadian rose and a complete state and county tic
deceive and defy their parents, who on rumors that opposition to the stock kets. Candidates planned to continue
In ninety-nin- e
cases out of a hundred Increase had been overcome. Among their activity throughout the day, tne
canvass ending tonight In Denver
are actuated only by an earnest desire specialties Sears.. Roebuck and Gooda republican rally and debate be
with
for the happiness of their eons and rich were conspicuous for gains of
tween Governor John F. Shaffroth and
six
and five points respectively. Bonds Thomas
daughters. Cruelty la never romantic
O'Donnel, .candidates for the
and there Is no more callous cruelty were steady.
democratic nomination
for United
Dullness checked the decline at States senator
than this heartless disregard of par
for the full term be
ental solicitude, forgetting in a mo midday, but recoveries were of little ginning March 4, 1913.
ment of unwholesome "romance" the consequence. Coppers were unaffect
In democratic circles Interest cen
We and care of a lifetime. On broad ed by the producers' report showing ters In the contest for nominations
general principles It may be asserted a decrease for August of 3,579,017 and control of the party organization.
that while some of these "romantic" pounds. :. "' "
Among the republicans the fight inmafTftges may eventuate. happily,:" yet ....The market closed irregular. Buv-- volves the attempt of the progressive
J
the young woman, who deliberately ing increased from the government republicans, "headed
by Philip B.
brings sorrow to her parents Is not best crop report and there was. a pretty Stewart of Colorado: Springs for gov
calculated to bring happiness to "her general recovery of early losses. Colo- ernor, to name their state ticket inRoosevelt electors, pver the
husband, and that the young man: who rado Fuel and the Tobbaco issues were cluding
recognized Taft electors and state
The
will persuade a young woman to defy conspicuously
strong.
clostig candidates and to secure
control of
her parents lacks one of the prlnrts quotations .were as pillows :
the party. The national progressive
88
requisites of a good husband. The Amalgamated Copper ..........
party leaders in Colorado have Issued
young people may have other virtues American Beet Sugar ........ .12r , 2 instructions to their
supporters not to
;
. ,': ...... . .... .108
which will offset these weaknesses Atchison ... .
participate In tomorrow's primaries.
....139
r.nd there unquestionably are cages Great Northern
They plan to secure a place on the
...114
where parental objection is unreason- New York Central
ballot In the November election by pe.....127 tition.
able. But In the vast majority of In- Northern Pacific
168
The registration for tomorrow's
stances the divorce courts have prov Reading '. . . . .'.
election Is unusually heavy in Denver.
..109
ex
dlv.
Southern
Pacific
ed the ephemereal and Illusory char
In many small cities and 'towns of
,.169
acter of what) the elopers thought was Union Pacific ex div . . . . .
Colorado
registration is in progress
United States Steel .....
...73
"romance."
today.
.
,.113
United
States
Steel, pfd.
There can be nothing more romantic
that the union of two youthful lives
Antoine Deloria, postmaster at Gar
fter ample opportunity has been givTODAY'S BASEBALL.
den, Mich., knows the exact facts
en for testing the suitability of the when he speaks of the curative va
National League.
He
says:
young people for each other.- There lue of Foley Kidney Pills.
New York, Sept. 9. First game:
recom
From my own experience I
!s plenty of room for the most tender mend
R. IX. E.
Foley Kidney Pills., as a great
sentiment of which poets ever dream-ted- , remedy for kidney trouble. My fath- New Yorjs
2 6 3
1 6 0
in marriages that shun as a very ers was cured of Wdney disease and Brooklyn
rock of disaster this dangerous reef a good many of my1 neighbors O.were
Tesreau
and
Wilson";
Batteries:,
G.
wred by Foley Kidney Pills.
Rucker and Miller.
of unhealthy "romance." The law Sehaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
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ever

fta most ulented teamster

riDbons over a pair of
horses," said the cab driver who had
come in out of the west to take a
position on the box of a metropolitan
"Ho always had the best
teamthat he could combine, and the
care he took of them was a lesson to
the S. P. C. A. And his harness!
Well, Nick laid himself out on them
and they looked like circus flxln's.
But pride goeth before a fall and Nick
got his, blmeby. Somebody told him

"LID" Oi!

MAIL IS STILL

Hangs a Good Story of th

West How the Weather Helped
Sam Muldrow to Win Almost
Hopeless Bet

rebels who held up yesterday s pas-- j
senger train when the railway was j
cut, probably will not attempt to at- - j
tack the mining camp, but a general
mobilization of rebels is under way a
tew miles to the east.
Inez Salazar, the rebel general in
charge of the operations along the
Arizona border aud who has declared
to American army officers that he will
take Cananea, is reported to have
move In this dlriection after
mobilizing about eight hundred men.

K

.65
7.50

NEW

MASSING ON

acquaintance and! entered into under
every condition that promises happl
ii
0H
ness, has never been Improved upon,
There is risk enough at best. To Re
gard the ceremony as a mere formal
East
at
Entered at the postoffice
and the contracting parties as the
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- ity
onea concerned Is the part of
only
mails
sion through the United States
and Immature
youth,
egotistical
matter.
s. second class
against which the .wisdom of ages of
experience Is arrayed and against
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
which
society, through the law, should
Carrier:
Dally, by
take
05
.'.
steps to protect Itself.Poi- - Cnnv
.15
One Week
One Month
One Year

OPTIC,

ENOUGH

loving parents and affectionate friends
and surrounded by all the safeguards
EDITOR that can be provided, fortified by long

-

DAILY

u ui uLmi

Bwung the

r.

that buckskin made the finest harness
In the world, and he didn't rest till
he got a set of buckskin harness. H
made It himself, to be sure it was Just
right, and It was about tho gayest
thing that ever got up to the foothills,
not excepting Sadie McGlnnias' wedding togs, and they was some.
" "Nick hadn't more than got Us new
harness tried out till Sam Muldrow,
that drove a mule team, challenged
him for a trip to the railroad and back,
thirty miles each way, and no turnpike, neither. Nick fairly snorted at
bill
Sam, but Sam shook a
under his snorter and told him that
was what was what, and Sam took It
at a gulp, he was that willing. W
got all our goods by team and they
was going back and forth every two
or three times a week, but nobody
ever thought of making a speed record
till Sam put it up to Nick and his new
harness.
"They got away all right and th
whole road was out to see them as
they trekked along. It was the biggest thing we'd ever pulled off and
betting was frequent all around, odds
to one.
on Nick about forty-seve-n
People said Sam was a fool, but he
said he was trusting to Provldenct
and the weather. It did look like rain,
and mules is hard to beat In the mud,
but it was a mighty long shot for Sam
and tho few backers he had. They
pulled in at the railroad about even
and going easy, both of thenl taking
care of their critters for tho haul
home next day with a load.
."They was to leave next morning
at seven, and no Jockeying on the
start That night it rained, cleared
oft and turned colder. Just right for
traveling. There wasn't anything at
the railroad but a station agent's
house and a shed alongside of the
house, and tho shed wasn't any shelter to brag on. When Sam got to It
at about six next morning ho- found
Nick there cuslng forty ways for the
Sabbath and rapeat. He was slam
ming that fancy buckskin harness all
over the ground and swearing every
time It hit, and every time it hit It
made a noise like cracking a chicken
fifty-doll-

.

coop.

"The rain during the night had
Mowed in on it, and when it dried it
was harder than a board and wouldn't
fit a hogs, any more than an Iron cage
would. Prompt at seven Sam pulled
out for home, leaving Nick in the shed
still cussing and banging his harness.
Nick got back that night about four
hours after Sam had gone to bed,' and
the strings and ropes and wires and
pieces of galluses and strips of bootlegs and sections of buckskin that
made up his harness was a sight to
see.

And Sam Muldrow was

a

gentle-

man. He let Nick keep 125 of th
bet to buy new harness with, and
Nick didn't get no buckskin harnesi
with it, neither, mind that now."

Another Sunday's application of the
new postal ruling preventing the distribution of mall to lock boxes on Sunday did not tend to make the order
any more popular, either with the
clerks or the patrons of the East Las
Vegas postoffice.
e
One clerk started work in the
this morning at 5:30 o'clock,
another at 6:30 o'clock and the entire
fcc9 was on the job by 7 o'clock, but
by 8 o'clock, except for the dispatching
of star route mail, little progress had
been made. It was almost 9 o'clock
before mall directed to, box holders
had beon delivered.
,
It is believed that congress, In pass
ing this new ruling for the delivery
of mail on Sunday, intended to put in
effect the program that was used in
Las Vegas last year, that Is the clos
ing of the general delivery window
and carrier windows on Sunday; but,
by some hook or crook, got In a pas
sage prohibiting the delivery of mall
to locked boxes on Sunday, which is
working hardships on the postal
clerks instead of making things, easier for them.
Hotel mail and papers directed to
newsdealers and newspaper offices
was worked yesterday according to
the modified order received the latter
part of last week. This, however, re
e
duced the amount of mail In the
but little and was hardly noticeable this morning.
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this season wheat today dropped
90 cents a bushel.
Unusually
heavy receipts formed the main reason. Primary arrivals for the week
were the largest on record for thiB
time of the year. It was believed also
that the government report this afternoon
woul be confirmatory of
estimates as to yield. The opening
cent lower. Dewas unchanged to
cember started at 90 to 90, varying
from
lower to
up and then declined to
The close was
cents net lower for De
steady

89:

nd ...lre

norl pU ve circular.

EMPRESS, you know. Is that
Flour that makes
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and heifers $3.25 8.50; stackers and
feeders $.50.50; bulls $3.755.25.
western steers
calves $5.509.00;
$5.508.75; western cows $3.255.50.
Hogs, receipts 4,500 ; market 5 cents
higher; bulk of sales $8.508.80;
heavy $8.408.60; packers and butcn- ers $8.508.85;
lights $8.558.90;
0O.
$6.O07
pigs
December
Market
Sheep,
receipts 18,000.
lambs
Muttons $3.7a4.50;
steady.
Decem$6.007.00; range wethers and yearlings $4.005.50; range ewes $2.50

ness of demand. First sales ranged
cents
from unchanged prices to 12
lower with January delivery $18.90 to
$18.95 for pork; $10.7210.75 to
$10.77 for lard, and $10.15 for ribs.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, September1
90;" .December
'

,

8990.

8930.

Corn, September 73;
Hot forcing weather for maturing
the crop led to a free selling of corn. 5354.
December opened
to
cents down
Oats, September
at 54! to 54, but rallied to 54. ber
The close was easy with December
Pork, September $17.10.
Lardfl September $11.12.
net lower at 74.
Ribs, September $10.80.
Bidding up of the September deliv
ery made other options in oats relaKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
tively firm, although actual business
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 9. Cattle,
was small. December started a shade
300 southto
higher at 32 to 32 and receipts 30,000, Including
erns. Market steady to 10 cents lowseemed disposed to hold within these
er. Native steers $6.5010.5O; souKh-er- n
limits.
steers $4.256.25; southern cows
Provisions weakened by the slack- and heifers
$3.255.25; native cows

32.

3132;

4.25.

i
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'A really effective kidney and bladder medicine must first stop the progress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause It Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary iregularlties.
They are safe and reliable. They
help quickly and permanently.. In
the yellow package. O. G, Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

,

VARIETY OF STYLES SHOWN IN
WOMEN S APPAREL FOR FALL AND WINTER
MARIE STUART, MEDICI, IIEEGTG1E,
REVOLUTIONARY STYLES

ROOESFIEREE

1912-1- 3

A!

PREDOMINANT

Robespierre Collar and Double Rovers is (he) Newest Combination Brought Out. Chameuse is the' Leading Material
r
SUIT

COAT LENGTHS

Regarding suit coat lengths'
generally sneaking the ma"
jority of Models are 32 to 34
inches long, and this length
is expected to prevail through
the winter. Broad cloth is
greatly used, and a velvet
coat often accompanies the
cloth dress.

COLOS TEKOEKEIESl

!

IDE TA1LG1ED SUITS,
ALL THAT

For Women
Redfero Suits

and Coats

t

III

Lfe3

?

In colors as was anticipated
dark grays, browns and
blues are most prominent.
The novelty color is yellow,
and very many beautifull
evening dresses show touches
of yellow either in trimming,
or in a yellow material toned
down by lace and other subdued trimmiags.
.h ,

,

last-arrive-

What's the Use.
Jinks Figures won't U.
Biaks And often they wont stand.
What are you going to do about ltf

We

tolttsnce to The China V!
The couponi
and otiwr valuable

post-offic-

in the beavers that inhabit the
streams that the department of the Interior la considering tho advisability
of placing colonies of the animals la
some of the other national parks.
The beaver has been one of th
most potent factors in the exploration
of the Rocky mountain region because
tha early trappers were generally
searching for beaver when they first
penetrated the fastnesses of th
mountains.
The algzag dams constructed by these busy animals are familiar sights In the Yellowstone National park. The beaver seems to ttf
particularly adapted to the Platte, th
Yosemlteand Mount Rainier National
parks.

To his constitution the
tion giggled. Afterwards, asking the
"minister's man" what had bees
wrong, that functionary replied: "Ye
sea, professor, the minister's nam li
Is his tenth
Bparks, and yonder
fealrnP
V

-m-

anone end 13.80 In icMMr

'

Beavers for National Park.
Tourists in the Yellowstone Nation,
al park have shown so much lnteresl

Made Them Smile,
There is a good story of a Divlnitj
professor who had an estate In Scot,
land, and had been invited to preside at the baptism of the
d
Infant in the already-crowde-d
house
of a minister.
The guest gave out for congressional singing a paraphrase muoh favored
on such occasions: "Let tie," said he,
"sing from the fifth paraphrase, be'As
ginning at the second verse:
sparks in close succession rise.'"

fTP?ery
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

EVERYBODY WISHES THE OLD
SYSTEM, WHICH WAS IDEAL,
WERE IN VOGUE.

SLEEVES

EE

CULE

From present indications much
of the nuvulty of the new costumes
will lie in the collar finish
and in
the skirt To these two salient
points might also be added another
that of the long sleeve either set in

at the armhole, or set on below a

considerable extended shoulder.

PIECE OIESSES, COATS ANO

EVEMKO

GOWNiCCYTAIN

TIE SEASON HAS EXGUGHT FC2TH IN JEW STYLES.
PEICES $10 TO $15
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will JEWISH

APPEAR

L. J. Hand of
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are arriving Dally,

IGAS

We are proud to say, we
have the most .Up-to-daline of Ladies' and Misses'
te

and

9,

1912.
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CCLfl. $11.53

RETURN
TO OLD STYLE PLAY
PLEASES THE MICHIGAN

;; ' CCLCM3 SPEISS

$13.70

; DENVER
$15X3

COACH

isausyman was a visitor in
The members of the Catholic LaThe Jewish New Year will he celeAnn Arbor, Mich., Sept. 9. Coach
PRICES
TO
;Las Vegas today from his home In dies' itazaar association are
ALL
delighted brated in Las Vegas Wednesday eveiv Yost of the Michigan football team is
to be able to announce that Mr. and ing and Thursday, with special ser
optlmistie. The change in rules brlngp
F. M. I'Joolin was in
Call and See Them
lm Vegas yes Mrs. Jack MeOeieyy, the talented vices in Temple Montefiore, Rabb the game back to the "Yost, style"
terday and today from the CnrMnn stage folk who have been residing Samuel Peiper officiating. On Thurs and, with such line buckers as
Thomp
See us for anything else that's
ranch east of Watrous.
north of Las Vegas during their sum day the stories' of all .Jewish mer son,
Craig and Huobol in the hack
Charles
mer
Smith
toconsented
to put chants wiU be closed in observance of field, the coach is entitled to his
expects to leave
vacation, have
NEW and
op
muirow ior a two weeks' visit wltn on their famous skit "The Village the occasion. The exact time of the timism. .
We Have It.
friends and relatives in El Reno, Okla Fiddler and the Country Maid" in services and th program of worship
The change in the coaching system
Vicente Montoya,-whis employed the Duncan opera house upon the will be announced tomorrow.
gives the head coach throe assistants
Like all 'Jewish holidays the New who will devote their entiro time on
by the Boston Clothing House, return opening night of the Catholic bazaar,
el UUUUi ill
Year is reckoned from evening to the line.
ed Saturday night from a week 's visit September 16. Mr. and Mrs.
Former
end
have traveled upon the Or evening and its initial service will
at Harvey's, ranch,
Stan"
act
will
Wells
as
first
assist
The Popular Price Store
Attorney W. J. Lucas left yesterday pheum circuit for several years and be held, on the evening of the elev- ant, while Redden and Douglas will
afternoon
for Albuquerque1 to be on have appeared many timeB on Broad enth. While, owing to the variance All second and third places. Contra
Agents (or the NEW IDEA 10c
hand at the democratic state conven way with eminent success. Tbey iex between the solar and lunar systems ry to the custom of former
PATTERN
years, the
tion which convened there this morn pect to leave" a week from tomorrow of calendation, it may appear to oc team is to
report at Ferry Field for
"
New York to begin their year's cur Irregularly, it' is definitely set in
for
ing."
UA1X 134
its preliminary training Instead of
Mrs. Philip Shuster, who stopped off work, delaying, their departure until the Jewish calendar as the first day Whitmore
Lake, work commencing
the
in
to
minute
last
order
entertain
of
the
seventh
Tishir.
en route from California east for a
month,
ninth.
the
Monday,
Las
Vegans. The appearance of Mr
It is not known scripturally as the
visit wlth her' sister, Mrs. W. M.
The Michigan schedule consists of
William Wlialen, of the Las
and Mrs. McGreevy is sure to attract New Year. In the scriptures it is
Vegas ooiiioB, left last
night for Wagon a
TJ. at
garage, was in Santa Fe Saturday on
large audience, as they have made (jermed the "Day of the Memorial of Case at Ann Arbor, 0. S.
Mound.
M. A. C. at Ann Arbor, West
.
business.
friends
'
hundreds
of
here
and
their
the
the
of
Blowing
Mrs. John , Roacn, who has been
Trumpet." (Levit
Ramon Ulibarri has returned from
or simply, as the "Day ern Reserves at Ann Arbor, Syracuse
the summer in Las Vegas reputation as clever actors is well icus XXIII-24- )
spending
La Junta where he has been employed
known in Las Vegas.
of the Blowing of the Trumpet" (Num University at Syracuse, Cornell at An
visiting her v stater, Mrs. Secundino
Arbor and the University of Pennsyl
There
is
about
bers XXIX-1.- )
during the summer.
something
refreshing
Romero, left yesterday afternoon for
vania at Philadelphia,
Miss Julia Montano has gone to her
the
title
"The
Fiddler
and
the
The
nature
Village
of
the
is
what
festival
home in Amarillo.
Maid" and Mr. and Mrs. Mc its nanfe signifies, 1. e., a marking of
Wagon Mound where she will teach
Country
D, A. Cainfield of the Camfield DeSTANDING OF THE CLUBS.
school tills year.
Greevy make good their promises in the passage of time and a monition
velopment
company, came in last their delineation of the characters
National League.
H. L. Turton,
of the uncertain
tenure sof human
Santa Fe division night from his home in
Greeley, Colo, They do not even draw nor do
Won Lost
Pet.
foreman, returned tnis afternoon from
life.
does
It
not
commemorate
they
any
to copfer with the Las Vegas grant
89
.695
39
force comedy, but the laughs are historical incident. Nor docs it make New York
a short business trip to Raton.
".
board.',
81
48
.628
there and in abundance. ' As the fid- its appeal to the radical conscious Chicago
Mrs. Sabino Lnjan left
yesterday
53
77
George Thompson, who has been dler Mr. McGreevy shows a rural type ness of thje Jews. Its
.592
for Santa Fe where she will, spend
appeal Is en Pittsburgh '
67
65
.493
employed at the mine of the Topeka that is exceedingly droll. He is a tirely to the present and to the indi- Cincinnati
several days as the guest of friends.
' . ...63
66
.489
Miss Ruth Schlott left this after- Mica Mining company during the past fiddler par excellence and he sets fin- vidual conscience,
ltr is thoroughly Philadelphia
76
.419
.55'
noon for Colorado Springs, where she year, left last night for hla home in gers to tapping and people to hum universalistic and can be responded SL Louis
79
49
ming whenever he begins to ply his to by all religionists of whatever Brooklyn
will resume her studies at Colorado Topeka. ,
90
Boston
.302
....39
Morton Stern and Jay Stern, sons of bow.;. Mrs. McGreevy is delightful as creed.
collese.,
the
eccentric
maiden.
Her
countryMr
Mrs.
and
Bias Sanchez,
will
leave
is
Jacob
The
and
observed
of Wagon Mound,
Stern,
day
seriously
American League.
placid, full round face blinks astonish- sdlietanly.. It
emphasizes the sense of
representative from Mora county in tomorrow night for Columbia, Mo., ment
'
Pet.
Won Lost
to
nature
the
the
of
according
Divine
where
same
at
will
and
the
resume their studies
guidance,
the state legislature, came in last
they
38
.708
Boston
.'....92
elf visitor. The
her
gossip
brought
by
at the University of Missouri.
time, of human responsibility. The
night from Mora.
.603
52
79
is brought to ' close with an old
act
Philadelphia..of
Shofar
Mrs:
the trumpet, the
N. Weil and daughter, Miss
or
blowing
lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca
.F.91
79
54
fashioned jig that is a cream he fidWashington
left last night on train No. 9 for Albu- Edith Weil, who have-be- en
visiting dling and she blowing a dilapidated ram's horn, is the peculiar service of Chicago
. . .64
66
.492
is
call
of
the
It
the
the bugle
day.
E. R.
e at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
querque to he on hand at the
72
.61
.
.459
Detroit
7
old horn.
spirit, arousing the conscience in the Cleveland
A. Fleming went to Watrous Russell, left yesterday afternoon for
73
.443
58
The
here
have
been
McGreevys
of
and
their home in Oeate. Mr. Weil Was
contemplation
misspent hours,
34
.354
46
New York .
Saturday night, returning home
a
in
since
made
have
They
July.
early
in Las Vegas today.
awakening the impulse to make the St.
.346
.45
85
Louis
number of friends. "Mack"' is new,
afternoon, Mrs. Fleming and
F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division su- large
coming year more fruitful of nofull of humor of a spontaneous 'kind ble and unselfish actions.
daughter,, who have been visiting Mr.
perintendent, left yesterday afternoon and one Las
WestCn League.
Vegas man describes him
Fleming's sister Mrs. A. J. Thuli, on train No. 10 on a
trip of inspection as "the most comical Irishman I ever
Won Lost
Pet.
the
week,
accompanied over the north
past
during
part of the division. saw." The McGreevys mav be expect9
84
.687
Denver
-- L'auto Las Vegas. ,.,
M. Rf Williams, foreman of the bridge
. .
62
.569
,82
Omaha
humorous skits "PURELY
ed to spring some
and building department, accompanSt.' Joseph
.79
.553
that" will take particularly well with1
ied him.
'
'
67
.518
.72
Des-- Moines
Las
Vegasi
people.
EXPECTS TO
Mr; and Mlrs. Stephen B. Davis, Sr.,
.493
.71
73
SAYS
Lincoln
who have been visiting their son, S.
.479
73
67
Sioux City
77
B. Davis, Jr., left this afternoon for
.465
.......
Wichita
AT
......67
ONCE
III
IS
CROP
CORN
QUALIFY
.336
95
TEDDY CRITICISES WILSON'S AT- Topeka
.....48
their home in Middletown, Conn, Mr.
TITUDE ON MINIMUM WAGE
and Mrs. Davis accompanied them to
A
PLANK
SUNDAY'S BASEBALL RESULTS
WILL BECOME UNITED STATES Denver.
Natnonal League
MARSHAL FOR NEW MEXICO
Mrs. L. J. Witten, Miss Marguerite
THURSDAY.
Spokane, Wash., Spe.t 9. Woodnow
Cincinnati, 10; Chicago, 8.
Rudulph and their mother, Mrs. Eml GOVERNMENT REPORT IS FAVOR
Wilson's criticism of the progressive
St. Louis, 8; Pittsburgh, 12.
lie Rudulph, returned last night from
ABLE TO SUCCESSFUL YEAR
Secunrlino Romero has returned a week's visit at the Dunn ranch at
minimum wage plank was characterFOR FARMERS
from a short business trip to Albu- Gascon. Miss Bessie, Dunn accompaized by Colonel Roosevelt in a speech
American League
Romero
Mr.
Fe.
querque and Santa
academic."
as
here
2; St Louis, 1.
Detroit,
today
"purely
nied them to Las Vegas.
Washington, Sept. 9. The Septem
expects to receive his commission as
"It is an objection of the school room
2; Cleveland. 5
Chicago,
C. F.Wadsworth, resident manager
Unied States marshal immediately of the Denver office of the Western ber crop report of the department and it will not have any weight with
upon the return of Judge William H. Newspaper Union, passed through Las of agriculture announced today shows any who know what life actually is,"
Western, League
Pope from Denver. The commission Vegas yesterday, afternoon jor train Corn, condition,, 82.1; yield, 27.7; pro said Mr. Roosevelt
Omaha,
Denver,
is in the hands, of the judge, having No. 1 en route to Albuquerque to be duction, 2,995,000,000 bushels.
"He states," continued the colonel,
Wrlchlta, 2; Sioux City, 3.
been sent to him from Washington. on hand at the democratic and repub
Wheat, spring, condition, 90.8; yield, "that he is
Des Moines, 2; Lincoln, 6.
utterly against this plank
Mr. Romero has prepared to give bond lican state conventions, which will be 15.6; production 330,000,000 bushels.
beSt. Joseph, 3; Topeka, 0.
for
various
them
reasons,
among
to
as soon as required. He expects
The condition of spring wheat and
in session there this week.
cause he thinks employers. If such a
Thursduties
official
his
start, upon
Judge E. V, Long, James O'Byrne, corn by states:
law were enacted, would reduce the
Two car loads of mules, billed frofl
day of this week. Until he assumes William G. Haydoa and Elmer Veeder,
Spring wheat:
miniof
Mo., to H. B. Thimberry
to
their
the
Columbia,
to
wages
employes
not
does
Mr
plan
Romero
office
Condition Year Aver.
were among the democrats from San
mum prescribed by law. Such a fear In Sacramento, Calif., passed through
announce his deputies. According to
72
county who left last night on North Dakota ....95
is utterly groundless. ' We do not, at Las Vegas this afternoon on train No.
the ruling of Attorney General Clan- - Miguel
78
89
Minnesota
'9 for Albuquerque
to
attend
No.
train
the moment, take up the question of I. There" were 46 Jacks, two Jennets
cv it is stated, Mr. Romero likely will
'
77
which convened South Dakota ... .85
convention,
state
the
San
in
office
minimum wage generally. We know and one colt in the shipment.
a
be obliged to locate his
80
Washington . ...86
in the Duke City this morning.
that in all maters like this it Is necta Fe.
Corn:,
essary to proceed slowly. We have
85
85
Illinois ...
studied the conditions among girls
81
Iowa
...93
and women In industry and know the
74
72
Kansas ...
(
suffering, misery, crime and vice that
75
.75
Texas
are produced by a wage that is insuf.64
'71
Oklahoma
ficient to enable a girl or woman to
' 83
South Dakota .....87
body and soul together in surkeep
AT THE BUSY GROCERY
Oats condition 92.3; yield, 34.1;
of ordinary; decency.,
roundings
.
production, 1,290,000.
' Wtv Wilson's fears' that the em
&
DEPT. AT THE 0
Barley condition, 88.9;, yold 27.6;
'
of
if
these
to
women,
ployers
obliged
production 209,000,000.
25C STOKE
Buckwheat--condltion,
1 ,TT TT fTTXTT
91.6; yield, pay them a proper wage, would reduce
all
their
other
to
that
employes
18,000,000.
21.3; production,
White
potatoes condition, 87.2; same minimum wage, are groundless.
7
an
inary
ft
Just
The employers who now pay employes
yield, 108; production, 398,000,000.
A T' I Irnowledgeof h
,
,
,
11
;
i f
81.1;
Tobacco condition
yield, a starvation wage prove by that fact
Booths New York Counts
Y ing requirements
817.1 pounds; production, 976,000,000. that they are paying all their employu ,
JT
!
t
to produce perfect oaKingsw ana
.50c
Oysters in Cans
Flax condition, 863; yield, 8.7; pro es the very least they can get them to
penecr leaveumg
:
;
Calumet by its purity
i
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$15.23

Also rates to many other points in Efast, North East, West
and North West including: points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
' Tickets on sale
daily June 1st, to'Sept. 30th.. are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.

Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
.
sale to many points in East.
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PEOPLE YOST

Watrous was in Las
Vegas yesterday and today.
Adolph Floersheim of Springer wai
YEAR
in Las Vegas today on business.
Dr. A. E. North wood of
Wagon
Mound spent Sunday in La8
Vegas,
CLEVER VAUDEVILLE TEAM TO THURSDAY OF THIS WEEK
G. .w Knights came in
last night
PUT ON SHOW AT THE DUNPORTANT RELIGIOUS SER-,- .
irom nia home in El Paso on husl
CAN SEPTEMBER 16.

FOR FALL and WINTER

Dresses, Coats, Skirts
Tailored Suits.

mum

PERSONALS

MONDAY,

'

,
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It is a needless apprehension
yield, 32.7 to believe they would reduce them to
Rye condition, 88.8;
production, 23,000,000.
a minimum only if the minimum of the
Hay, preliminary estimate of total poorest pay were raised above the
production, 72,000,000 tons; quality, starvation point It Is an objection
92,1.
of the school room and will not have
Apples condition, 67.9.
weight with those who know what lite
29,000,000.

take.

'

is.
Mrs. J. N, II111, Homer, Ga., has us.
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and says she always recom
"It never
mends it to ber friends.
falls to cure our coughs and colds and
prevents croup. We have five chil
dren and always give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
and they ere all soon well. We would
not be without it In our house." O.
0. Sc.haefer and Rod Cross Drug Co,

"I believe that Mr. Wilson, whose
sincerity of conviction I do not ques
tion, has been misled by the fact that
he has gotten from laws laid down
by political economists who wrote
when conditions were utterly differ
ent I want to point out that Mr.
Wilson and the democrats are not really progressive."

A FULL

LINE OF JELLY
GLASSES

Ileadquartes or Mason
Fruit

!"7?TS3E0IT3UEST
i

'

Jars

rCESH VEGETABLES
Okra and Egg Plant, Cal
Head Lettuce, Fresh Tomatoes
and Dill. Pickling Spice, Mangoes and White Vinegar, Celery
and Sweet Potatoes.

4

COLONIS TTICKET Swill be on sale to all points in California also 'the Northwest on September 25th. to October 10th.
inc., 1912, good for stop overs at varios points.

'

FACE T3

mmk

FOOTS S33.C3 -

For further information apply at the titket office or see me.

!
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Business
Directory
rL"s1S."n.

ni'iT,Progt

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, H; M.

a
Alvarez, a
Walter, Ha Saved Hla Money
for Travel.

Manuel

Waldorf-Aitorl-

at the Hotel ABtor,
ha saved his tips
and is about to make a tour of the
world on the proceeds of that saving.
He will visit every oountry, he says,
and take eight years to do It
"Life Is nothing without knowledge,"
Is his motto.
the trip to
Alvarez mentioned
guests at dinner recently.
"Why are you taking this trip?" ha
Walter No.

Manuel

803

Alvarer,

was asked.
"What for?" Alvares replied. "Why,
I want to see how these other fellows
live. I want to see the
railway. I want to see how they mln
diamonds In Africa and what the German emperor looks like. I want to see
the Japanese and Chinese, and how
they live and what they eat, and the
Turks I must see such a funny people. I am a Spaniard. Besides Spanish, I speak Frenoh and English. That
Is enough to take me anywhere. Spanish 'and. English are spoken la most
parts of the world and French Is, the
International language. But when I
get to Germany I am going to stop
awhile and learn German well."
"Won't all that cost a lot?" venTrans-Siberia-

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, PropietM
'

Ave
Phone Main 447
416 Grand

.

Battery Chaining Station
Automobiles for Hire

PETER P. MACKEL

T!f 3

n

ENGINEERS OPEN MEETING.
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 9. Nearly
CONVENTION
two hundred delegates representing Republican Headquarters of the Coun
state organizations In all parts of the
ty of San MlgueL
country and provincial organizations
Las Vegas, N. M, Aug. 19, 1312.
in Canada are assembled in this city
A convention of the republicans of
to attend the third biennial convent- the county of San Miguel, state of
ion, of International Union of Steam New Mexico, Is hereby called to be
Engineers which opened here today held on the 11th day of September,
at the Ryan hotel, the headquarters 1912, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon of
of the convention. One of the princi said day, at the
county court house
pal matters of business to he consid- in Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
ered by the gathering 1b a proposed
purpose of choosing 89 delegates to
plan of life Insurance for the members the State republican convention which
of the affiliated unions and as there
will be held In the city of Albuquer
are many other matters of, consider- - que, New Mexico, on the 12th
day of
abljO Importance to the organization It
September, A." Da 1912, for the pur
is believed that the convention will
pose of nominating a representative to
remain In session about ten days. Tne the Sixty-thircongress of the United
local unions have arranged an elab- States and
three presidential electors
orate, entertainment program for the to be voted for at the
general elec-lo- n
visiting delegates.
which will be held on Tuesday,
November 5th, 1912, and for the pur
BUSY WEEK FOR JOHNSON
pose of transacting such other busi
Chicago, Sept 9. With an exceed ness as may properly come before
ingly busy week In prospect, Governor said convention.
7
Hiram Johnson of California, the vice
The various precincts of the Coun
presidential candidate on the progres- ty of San Miguel are entitled to the
sive ticket, left Chicago today on a following number of delegates from
t:
two days' swing through the northern their respective precincts,
half of Illinois. After leaving this Precinct No.
Delegates
3
state Gvernor Johnson will begin hlB 1. San Miguel
d

northwestern Itinerary. If his present
plans are carried out he will be heard
in 'Wisconsin, Minnesota, South 'Dakota and Iowa before the end of the
week.

H. 0. YOUNG

Few, If any, medicines, have met
with the uniform success that has at
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
HE HAS NOTHING DELIVERED tended the1 use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera, and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Lock and Ujnsmith Bicycle and
The remarkable cures of colic and
Thinks
Lehman
General
Solicitor
Gei-erdiarrhoea which It has effected in al
Repairing
Americana Are Too Keen for Conmost every neighborhood have sriven
S20-6t- h
Las
E.
Street
Vegas
venience for Their Good.
It a wide reputation. For sale by all
dealers.
Frederick W. Lehmann, solicitoi
TELEPHONE COMPANY SUED.
general of the United States, was
Automobile, Carriage &
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 9. Tb0 city
Walking briskly toward his home on
evening with four or five cumbersomi council of Santa Fe lias instructed the
al

PAiuTinc

packages tucked under each arm. A city attorney to file suit for annul
breeze struck him, and as one largs
ment of franchise against the Moun
N. 0. HERMAN
package served as an Impromptu sail,
It was all Lehmann could do to mak tain States Telephone and Telegraph
company on the ground that the comheadway.
Grand Ave
429
A friend met him as he was tacking pany has failed to live up to the
desperately against the wind. "Why terms of the franchise. It is claimed
don't you have the stuff delivered?" the company has not Installed a fire
asked the friend, noticing that th alarm system as
agreed; that It has
bundles contained the name of a stort
raised
rates
its
wtihout
authority and
that keeps a squadron of auto delivery
that It has failed to furnish adequate
NEW"LY REMODELED
'
ram.
"Because I never have things dellv service.
Private Baths and Lavatories
The city council also
red," replied Lehmann. "That's on
appointjed a
trouble with the people of this coun special committee to investigate ihe
Steai Heat Private Telephones try. They're too keen for convenience. ctiy water supply.
A young woman thinks nothing of
Rates $2.50 per day and up
buying a spool of thread or a yard of
HOW'S THIS
AMERICAN PLAN
Some- ilQc and having It delivered.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reuna mi V .wi uia. unuici;. uw, ward for any case of Catarrh that
Special Bates by Week or Month UVU
ust as a matter of principle, when I cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
buy anything I carry It home with cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ma"
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
Dogs' Black List
A dogs' black list has been estab- business transactions and financially
lished by the National Cyclists' Un- able to carry out any obligations made
ion to deal with
animals by ills firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
who Interfere with cyclists. In bring
THE LATEST STYLE
Toledo, O.
ing an action against the owner of a
'
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
flog It Is not Sufficient to prove that
IN MOUNTS
the dog caused, the aocldent and that nally, acting directly upon Jthe blood
ana mucous surfaces of the system,
the defendant Is the owner. To
A specialty of life like expresTestimonials sent free. Pdice 75 cents
must
was
be
he
it
proved that
bottle. Sold by all druglsts.
sions.
Pretty poses, correct
sware of its dangerous tendency. It perTake
Hall's Family Pills for consti
tones and harmony.
I
may come out In evidence that the pation.
same dog had caused accidents before,
TELEPHONBiriAIN 214
but It must be proved also that the
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
owner knew this. The National
Notice
Is hereby given that Bias
who
know
Union asks cyclists
of one of these dangerous
dogs to Sanchez and Mrs. Maxlmiana S. Or- lend on the name and address of the tega have been appointed admlnlstra
owner and description of. the dog. As tors of the estate of the late Fran
loon as the Information comes to hand cisco S. Ortega.
All persons haying
a registered letter is sent to the dog
owner drawing his attention to his claims against the estate will pre
dog's dangerous propensities and noti- sent them to the above named adminfying him that If an acoldent occurs istrators. In all matters pertaining
a copy of the letter will be produced to the estaate call on or address Bias
In evidence should the matter come
Sanches, Wagon Mound,. N. M.
,

PLAZA HOTEL

'

Shumate's Shidio

suo-cee- d

ts

Into

'

j

I

ood old Jce man! How anxiously
:we waltch for him It somebody Is ill
or, there Is a party on and the Icecream Is not made! You're doubly
anxious, however. If It's our Ice you're
waiting on for you know we handle
enly the best. Tou also knew that
our delivery of Ice Is prompt and that
you wont have to wait There's a
Isn't
pleasure In ithat . knowledge,

theref
THE CRYSTAL ICE

CO.

Phone Main 227
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has us
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
tor years, and says she always recommends It to her friends. "It never
fails to cure our coughs and colds and
prevents croup. We have five chil
dren and always give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without It In our house." 0.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

880,000,000.00 lost Annually by Wage
Earners
Dr. Sadler estimates that about
$80,000,000.00 In wages Is lost annually to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
wages and doctoring Is expensive.
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

court

London Globe.

End of Hla Masquerade.
A wedding is about to take plao la
the German capital between a nursing sister and a young man who hat
been living the life of a beautiful and
accomplished "lady" assistant in a
leading wholesale coal firm. The
who was given power of attorney by "her" employers as a reward for "her" several years of faithful service, recently had to go to the
hospital on account of an accident
The physicians were astonished to
discover that their patient was a man
Instead of a woman. It was only a
day or two before he fell violently In
love with the nurse who was attending him, and a marriage was arranged.
A few days ago, the office assistant resumed "her" duties but clad in a fashionable morning coat and trousers Instead of in a tight skirt and blouse.

BLAS SANCHEZ,
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA,

Administrators,
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FOR PRIMARY.

IN2A

LOBBY RESTAURANT

THE

THE OPTIC
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CAFF
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAI NAELE ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTOR
CHAPMAN LOOSE

.A

COLUMN
RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

N. O.

Regular

F.

t
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
PYTHIaS Metf
OF
KNIGHTS
v
every Monday
7j -ning in CaMJe Ktf.

.

com-

nv

munication first and
third ThBirsilar- In c

JS

ADVER-

t, K

NO.

M.

A.

Herman, W.
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Invited

suuvMollr

1

cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
vv KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg--I
'
llnea. All
advert! ments charged
ular coaclav Mcwai Tae
will be booked at snace actually set.
- day in each moatii at
D.
without regard to number of word
Temple at 7:80 p. m. C
Recash in advance preferred.
Tamme,
Cha.
8.
C;
Boucher,
Ma-son-

-

v"

.

j
B.

(

Jnler; Chaneello

y

V

Five

corder.

Visiting Knight are
cM')
Invited
'y;coTrf(fir1

?

R. Msrray,

Secretary.

f

Commander.
Harry
A
Martin, Keeper
Record and Seat

P. O. ELKS Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. ball. Visiting
brothers are oordially invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler, D..W.
i
Condon, Secretary,

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS sagsuar eonvocaATT0KNEY8
each
tloa tort Monday la
Death at Msaosd TemHUNKER A HUNKER
t
pt
p. u. M. E.
Chester A Hnaki
. O. Geo. H. Hunker
WUSama, H. P.;
at Law.
Attorneys'
Blood, Secretary.
'
New Mxi
La Vega.

ti

4
La Cuesta
T;t
4
Las Vegas South
1
It4
Tecolote
Las Vegas North .. I.. ........ 7
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 8, O. E.
Las Vegas Central..,...;
1
WMects em aad tHrd rrldayt In
San Antonio
LOCAL TIME
U&MxIm Tm&. lira. T. B. Bow en,
Las Vegas Arriba
I
Pecos ...v..
Wortfey Uatrorn; JaatM O, Bntleds
t
EAST BOUND
.....2 WANTED 100 young calves. If you Worthy Pttrom; Mrs. Georg Tripp, Arrive
Ohaperito
one
have
more
or
me
know.
let
Pfean
S
120
Maia
829,
Secretary.
San Geronlmo
No. 2
18
8:10 p. m
Grand arena.
SapellQ
....2 Jacob Regehr, R. 1, Box 3.
No. 4
11:10
11:06 p m
2
Rowe
No. 8
1:15
1:15 a. m
2 WANTED
Rooiada ...... .........
Large, clean cotton rags FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO. No. 10 ..
1:46 p. m..... 2:1
at the girl'a dormitory, 5 cents per 10J MmU every Monday night at
2
Sapello
O. R.
2
pound.
Las Manuelitas
Halt on Bonglaa avenue, at
WEST BOUND
8 o'clock.
2
Vial tin
Union
.M No. l......l:20 p. m.
1:48
POSITION
as
3
2
JB.
w!aoaie.
cordially
B.
Patricio
San
governess,
years
Gearing, No. 3.
m
a.
6:15
.....6:10
teacher
in east. 23 years and well. prealdamt; J. T. Bukler, secretary;
Mlshawaka
No. 1
4:40 9. m
..4:60
C.
H.
Splendid
RtJUy,
Al3o
treaavrer.
2
reference.;
stenogMcKlnley
No. 9
6:35 p. m
,7:00
rapher. Edna Walborn, Van WeBt
2
San Juan
JT

.............

01

Vlanted

.

a

Bk

,.

O.

3

Casa Colorada,
Sablnoso

.V.

San Jose
La Llendre
Pena Blanca
Los Alamos
San Pablo
Chavez
East Las Vegas
Canon de Manuelitas

pocket side line. Pays a
commission of $4 per order. A
winner. For full particulars ad210
dress, C. A. Johnson,
Slgel
street, Chicago, 111.

2
2

2
11
2

Puertecito ..............
El Pueblo
Los Vigiles
San Isidore
Las Gallinas
Penasco Blanco
'
El Cerrlto
Los Torres
Tecolotlto
Bemal
Canon Largo .

..2

For Salo

. 2
S

FOR SA1J3
nue.

Furniture". 705 Main ave

2
2

....................

8

FOR SALE

CHEAP Two pieces of
property, corner Third and Colum

2

bia.

2
2

Romerovllle
Los Fuertea
OJItos Frios

2

Cherryvale

2

Emplazado

2

Call

FOR SALE

at

902 Third

street

Fresh cow. For partic
ulars call at Optic office.

2
2

--

few
Elks

Home.

2

2
San Ignaclo
2
Las Colonlas
2
Enclnosa
Proxies will be recognized only
when held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegate are
chosen. Primaries In the various pre- cincts shall be held as soon' as possible but not later than the 9th day of
September in precincts other than
Nos. 3, 5, 8 and 29.
Secretaries of the various primar
ies are requested to notify the presi
dent of the County Central Committee of the date of their primaries and
the name of the delegates chosen
Immediately after the holding of the
meeting. Election of the precinct
Central Committee will not be necessary at these primaries except to fill
a vacancy.

ROOM
806

for rent. Mrs. Van Petten,
Seventh street

FOR RENT

'

ple 5482.
FOR RENT

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrlo lights,
baths, etc! Excellent location, 918
Eighth, street
Front bed room, electric
light and ba h 922 Dough.

FOR RENT Two- rooms for light
925 Second street.
housekeeping.
-

FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.

r.lisccHzssccua

'

Lcsi

FOR THE CHILDRE!
NO OPIATES

.

FOLEY'S IIOHEYasd

m

A brown and white English
Setter, goes by the name of "Mick."
Finder please send information to

LOST

RELIABLE

NO NARCOTICS

.

Optic.

,.

LOST Small fancy
square baby
shawl on Bridge or Main streets.
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
Return to Optic.
quir-Kiinto I.KUU1", BRONCHITIS, or
wmcn
often means a sudrmnuiviuniA
den fatahtv.
irni uvH wnnpv
If you knew of the real value of
AND TAR COMPOUND always In the)
Liniment for lame
house and give at first sign of a cold. Chamberlain's
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains
Refuse substitutes.
and rheumatic pains, you would never
O. G. Schaefer
wish to be without It. For sale by
v Red Cross Drug Co.
all dealers.

co:.!fcu:;d

Kn

'

p.
p.

p.
p.

a

U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., haJ.
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I began to get beter at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and
I do not feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54!, of a man of 35 years. I would like
to
the means of others getting benI. 0. of B. B. Meet
every flnei efitbefrom
Kidney Pills." Refuse
the
month In the vestry substitutes.Foley
Tuesday of
O. G. Schaefer and Red
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 1 Cross
Drug Co.
o'clock p. m. Tiaitinf brothers art
An article that has real merit should
invited
cordKJly
Isaac Appel,
President; Charle Greenclay, Sec in time become popular. That such is
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
retary.
Remedy ha been attested by many
dealers. Here is one of them. H.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC W. Hendrlckson. Ohio Falls.
.NO. 804. Meet second and foarv writes, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is the best for coughs, colds and
Thursday m O. R. C. bx.ll. Pionc
croup, and Is my best seller." For
building. Visiting member ar
sale by all' dealers.
dlally invied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devlne, F. B.
T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
1, is In his 73rd year, and was recentI. O. O.
LAS VEGA3 LODGE NO ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder
trouble.
He says himself: "I have
1. Meets every Monday
evening 4 suffered with my kidneys. My back
their ha'r on sixth street All visit ached and I was
annoyed with blad1 can
lng brethren cordially Invited to at- der irregularities.
truthfully
tend. J . D. Fridonatino, N. G. ; say ,one 60c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills
cured me entirely." They conFrank Frie. V. G.; T. M. Elwood tain no
habit forming
O. G.
Secretary; Karl Wert, Treasurer: Schaefer and Red Cross drugs.
Drug Co.
V.
C
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
t

The Implicit confidence that many

Meets first and third Tue
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers eor
dlally Invited to attend. A. U
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, S
O. E.

rotary.

people have In Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
founded on their experience in the
use of that remery and their knowledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and
dysentery that
it haa effected. For sale
by all deal-

ers.

--

FOR RENT

WE TEACH you a trade In a fewf
NOTICE.
months' time; no'iexpense but your
Notice Is hereby g ven that the of
work.
automobiles,
Electricityi
Catficial paper of tne New Mexico
100 satis(bricklaying.
tle Sanitary Board will on Septein- - plumbing,
fied workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
oe
ber 1, 1912,
changed from the Las
United
free.
Trade
Catalogue
Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to ' School
Co., Los AnContracting
the Roswell News, of Roswell,, New
r
geles.
Mexico. After the above date all notices of estrays will be published In
'
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary, LOST Gold fraternity pin, diamond
shaped. Greek letters. Return to
920 Gallinas.

QUICK - SAFE

la,

WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet la the forest of brother
love at Woodmen of the Wor.
hail, on the second and fourth T?
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
Consul; G. Laemmls, Clerk. Via
lng neighbors are especially w
com and cordially invited.

3 nice rooms
upstairs.
furnished or unfurnished, adboe
house close to schools. Phone Pur F.

SECUNDINO ROMERO,
Chairman.
F. O. BLOOD, Secretary.

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

p.

.

2

Guadalupe

w

a. m

ei

For Rant

For Elks only, a
2 FOR RENT
choice rooms in the New
4

Hot Springs
Trementina
Agua Zarca

p.-

-

2
2

p

MODERN

2
A few (traveling men who
4 WANTED
are making small towns and cross
2
road stores to handle our new and
2

.

Notice is hereby given that a pri
voters of
mary of ,the republican
Precinct No. 29 of the county of San
Miguel will be held in the city hall
of the city of Las Vegas, at 8 o'clock
in the evening of Monday, the 9th
day of September, 1912, for the purpose of choosing
eleven (11) delegates from said precinct to the re
publican county
convention of San
Miguel county which, has been called
to meet September 11, 1912, to choose
delegates from said county to the republican state convention at Albu
querque. Said primary 4s also called
for the purpose of transacting any
other business that may be f ioper to
Reflection on the Promoter.
come before It. All republican voters
Charles P. Abbey, a Chicago attorof said precinct are urged to be pres
banrecent
a
at
ney, was called upon
ent.
quet given to lawyers and judges. He
J. S. DUNCAN, Chairman
said: "I waa recently trying a case
to foreclose a mortgage given by promoters of a new Insurance company
which had failed. I had aa one of my
witnesses a man named Kelley who
had made a friend' of a yellow dog
while taking a morning walk. The
dog followed him to court, and when
the case was adjourned at noon the
dog was waiting for Kelley. The at
'
...
.
torney, of the insurance people asked
him if he was trying to steal the dog.
"Kelley thought a moment and then
answered blandly: "Yes, I'm going to
steal the dog, and donate him to your
clients. They are capable qf trying to
start an insurance company on a yellow

1912.
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HOUSE' AND SIGN PAINTING
tured a listener.
"What's the matter with you?"
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
demanded. "I have been a wait
and Gluing.
er here, and I got money. If my money
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
ever gets low. why I can stop awhile
. . Old Town
Wast Side Plasa .
and work and get more to go on with.
But I got plenty, dont you fear."1
New York World.
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RETAIL PEICES

More, Each

Dllvry

ym tt. to ftVttt KMh, En DKay

BSi BMh to 1,84
Eaot.
68 lb, to
Each DaNvary
Leas Than Bt
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tit lb,
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s p,r 13i

k
....... p, p,
4Pc

T5eBry.
...................

tS

,h,
1M

pr 1p 1st

pr

1st

lb.

AGUA PU.BA" COHPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Puritv
and Lastinff Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Famus Off ice 701 Douglas Avenue. Vegas

'

ANT Ads

P,

Are Best
Market Finders
Classified ads; search out thejpeople to
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular

whomamon'

i

things worth most.
That property you want to sell isJJWORTH MOST
to aome
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and. answer ads. in this
newspaper, w
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
unci machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of anv
ort, and musical instruments.
k the classified ads. are read by all passible bay-r- s
of
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the
finders of L
best markets! ,
.
-

if

1
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From Alaska to the Panama Canal,4 from New York to
-

;

San'''Francisco--

W

:

-

t.

i'

A

print shop that can put out better job work than that done by
'O,

u

n

ray

Is

Our job department is equipped with all necessary machinery and is
manned by

N

l

-

N

Which is in itself a guarantee of quality. If you do not already know it,
will convince you that we, can turn out commercial printing as
good as the best and vastly superior to the "other fellows."
in-vestiga-

tion

t

EIGHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Waitress wanted

m

..ji

We Are Selling
A good Broken Rice

for--

-

........

A fancy Jap Style, Heavy Grain Rice per lb.
A Fancy Head Rice per lb..

OR. IN

1.

2 AND 4 lb.

..5c per lb.
7c

.......9c

PACKETS

tus cacii czsazn

.

FAHOV EATIilO A Hoi pp

White

The Las Vega3 lodge of the FraterTry a dram of Old Taylor bourlxw
nal Brotherhood will meet in regular
at th Opera Bar.
weekly session tonight in the O. R. O.
Waitress wanted at the White hall. Following the business meeting
the members and their ladles will en
Kitchen,
Refreshments will be
Joy dancing.
When you want milk or cream, tele served. A large attendance Is desired
phone the Meadow Dairy, Olive 5582.
No action was taken yesterday af
ratiicou, proprietor.
ternoon at the meeting of automobile
Wanted at once A competent, hook owners regarding the new state auto
keeper and stenographer, preferably license law. It is expected that a
one mat is versed In English and meeting of autoists will he called to
following the mass
Spanish. Apply at E. Rosenwald & morrow night
oun, naza.
meeting at the Commercial club.
The members of the Fortnightly
club will give a dance tomorrow nig!ht
in the Armory complimentary to the
members of the Spring Chicken club.
The attendance of all members; of the
All
Fortnightly club Is .desired.
"Spring Chickens" and .adies 'are In-

The, board of directors of the Las
Vegas Business .Men'a, association
will meet tonight at 8 o'clock In. the
rooms of the Commercial club. A
large attendance is desired. '

At 10c Per lb.

the

Finch'i Golden Wedding Rye, aged
tn the wood.
Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of cour

See Van Petten for insurance.

And you will use less Drugs. Rice is natures best, and just
now one of the cheapest of foods. Gives you a clear mind and
healthy body, and you reduce the cost of living.

at

Kitchen.

LOCAL NEWS

ill.1"

f

lb W&dS

SEPTEMBER

MONDAY,

The following postmasters have
'
,
been appointed: Jesua M. Sanchex, vited.
Mora; F, T, Brown, Mosquero; N. G.
Investigation into the cause of the
Tabet, Olnta; Jacob Posner, Questa,
death of Apolonio Martinez, who was
and Alfredo Lucero, Santa Cruz,
killed near Fulton a week ago in attempting; to alight from Santa Fe train
Commencing tonight, the Rosenthal No. 1. has been asked by the people of
ball will be opened under new manthat place, News of the accident Is
agement. Dancing every Monday and
Whether Martfne2 attempt
meager.
Friday evenings. General admission ed' to
of his own accord or was
alight
50 cents. Ladies tree.
Sparks and put off the train by members of the
Guerin will furnish the mueic.
crew is not known. Martinez had a
wife and family.

V

ealthy and Maiden Mask
4 Pounds for 25c

Portions of the delegations from
Colfax and Union counties en route to
The Anton team and the Lyon ag
the democratic
state convention
which convened in Albuquerque this gregation will Dartlciuate In a bowl
tournament on Uie alleys sot the
morning, passed through Las Vegas ing
club house of Las v egaa lodge ,o.
yesterday afternoon and evening on 408 B. P.
O. .Elks Vvednesday night.
trains Nos. 1 and 9.
The' two teams are evenly matched
The Ladles' league of the First Pres- and the contest should be a hot one.
The winner of this match will bowl
byterian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. the crack Kelly aggregation for tine
John H. York at her home on Sixth championship of the alleys. The Lyon
line-u- p
as follows: Lyon,
street. This will be a social meeting team will
and Witten.
Martin,
Lujan,
O'Malley
to which 'members of tb,ei societies of
other churches are cordially Invited Anton's team is" composed of the fH
lowing: Perry, Anton, Hoke, Duncan
Precinct No. 5 on the West side will and McWenie.
hold Its republican primaries tomorrow night for the purpose of electing
ROMEROS LOSE GAME.
The Rdmero baseball team, the fast
delegates to the county convention,
wWch will he held in the court house aggregation of the West side, was deWednesday. The primary will be held feated in Santa Fe yesterday by the
in the court tfouse. Precinct No. 6 White Sox by a score of 7 to 6. Until
the Beventh inning the Romeros had
will hold its primary, tonight in
all the best of it, the score being 6 to
hall on the West side.
0 in their favor.
In that fatal seventh,
A week from today the schools of however, the Sox tmanaged to get two
the county will all be in full swine. runs. In the eighth they grabbed five
according to Dr. M. F. DesMarals, more though the. Romeroes intimate
county superintendent. Dr. DesMar- - there was some funny work done by
ais some time ago notified the school tne umpire. But the Las Vegas boys
directors in each district that school are not kicking. They put up a good
must begin not later than the" third game and say they were treated well
Santa Fe people who showed them
Monday in September.
Many of the by,
districts have obtained their teachers the town in great style.
Pete Salazar pitched for the Rome
and the others expect to do so before
the close of this week. Dr. DesMar ros and did effective work. The bat
als is looking for a large enrollment teries were: Las Vegas, Salazar and
Nieto; Santa Fe, Mares and Griego,
and a most successful school year.
The score by innings:
,

JUNE

5c Per Pound

W

;

EXTR4. FINE;

t

Also Fancy Malvoise and Moscat

Grapes, $1.50 Per 20 lb. Basket

STEARNS

GROCER
A L

no D

17

NUT

SUITE

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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"If

We Do

bit's Right"

Ladies Lingerie

bayndered
If it may

The

,

--

Science of
i

Spiling
arms

include

teriued a scioace

be

a

means-c-

must

presenting

thi

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest
'

'XX

ff

r-

us) the
"

j

you would' expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers,

'

Our expert girl ironers have '
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable. -

OPT I G
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aM returned to your home in
the ''it is new" appearancl

-
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GRAPES.
White Grapes
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IAS VEGAS RESIDENT

Roberta came to Lag

THE MOTHER

Company I, United States Signal
Corps was in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon, stopping off en route from
A. Russell, Wyoming, where
Fort

Has

mm

MI

A

mm

am

COMPANY

rrixrpd .

m

mh

mh

w'

W

s

W

.'
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are now prepared for. and NT v

I

v1

'

a12!

soliucit your Patronage in this line.
We can fit

your boy out, in the very! BEST raerchandiseX
from
to fool.
head
made,
Shoes, Hose, K & EVaisls,JKnickerbotkerpans and suits,
Underwear,!Hats and Caps.'

served as Santa Fe station mascot ior
years, turned up missing today and it
is surmised that the soldier boys added this animal to their menagerie, .
Two regiments of cavalry' are due
to pass through Las Vegas en route to
'
the border tomorrow.
The Thirteenth cavalry at. Rort
Riley, Kan., and the Ninth cavalry
(the negro regiment) at Fort D. A.
Russell, Wyoming, have both been or
dered to the Mexican border and will
go through on special tralna. Colonel
Hatfield commands the Fort Riley soldiers and Colonel Guilfoyle is at the
head of the colored troopers. These
regiments will patrol the border. .

.

CeJl and See Us

i

'OntTLTCJDZnQEn

"Posh the
Button
and
Rest" Xy"

W. Y. Black and family of La Jun
ta, after a short visit with Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Burkes, returned to their
home In Colorado
last night. Mr.
Black is Mr. Burkes brother-in-law- ,

y

I
.

wii-no- r

cush- 5gT,2loose
.;7ii ions. Priced irom

'Royal Rest Chair.
It lust fits every
'curve of your body.

president of tihe Army
National bank of Fort Leavenworth,
Kan., is in Las Vegas visiting his
brother, Harry W. Kelly, of Cross,

'and

once

sit

vou

11

"4J
to stay there Jorever l

I down you'll want
'

Kelly & Company.

Foot

Senator Thomas B. Catron, passed
through Las Vegae last night on train
No. 9 en route from Washington, D.
C, to his home in Santa Fe. He pre
dicts a Taft victory in November. '
cratic state convention.

and
Rest"

a large variety X x
ana sizes,
.x
.Jkoi styles
..
.i
wiuiout

until you try a

B. A. Kelly,

X

MaGOln

y

Vdon'tU
' know what
real comfort is

V rA.r
'

1,'

Rest clklas back out of sight

v.

The "Push Butt

to

Q enables you
JC-"-

"

just the

-j

lack

'insianiiyo; pm- fcutton on right arm of all

The early fall dance ot the Las Vegas lodge of the Loyal Order of
Moose will be held Wednesday night
in the Armory. The advance sale of
tickets for the affair has been large
and everything points to its success.
The Simlson orchestra has been engaged for the occasion, and the musical numbers to be played will be
printed in .the souvenir programs.
Dancing will commence at. 9 o'clock.

J.

I

J0IINSEN & S0N

C.

Prpsp ective Automobile

Purchasers
r.

in a few weeks can see the new
'
Demonstrator.
;

" 19 13"

Cadillac
;

)

"l9U eadillac" is a Wonderful car embody-in- g
all modern refinements and equipped" with
even a morew silent and powerful engine than the
The

FRESH EVERY

M

1912 model.

It will pay you to examine the merits of the ''1913.
Cadillac.'.'
.

BAKERY GOODS
Tbe Best In TEte Cily

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
LOCAL AGENTS

'

M

$1,050

TOLLY

EQUhTtO AT

YOU

UJ

I Ccoiies, Pies, Cakes;
ISIjSiietS,

.

Fried CaKes end

Cut Gladiolus and Asters
We are cutting lots of both of these fine cut
flowers now. These last well and make a good

show for the money.
507 Sixth Street

ERRY ONION
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

a SON

FLORISTS

Wont

Vena 121

ionaiooD Rolls
OVERLAND

BUR

Telephone

X0ZI 53T

or call and wc will have our demonstrator

show you.

,

.

,

Las Veeas AotemoiiHe

"The Store of Satisfaction"

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

1
1

The concealed newspaper rack, sliding foot rest, h
etc., are all additional reasons why this chair
is oetter man anv omer. jsivies to suit every- - n
one s taste and pocketbook. Fnces
to
CALL AND SEE THEM AT

tas three years

confinement brought oh a return of
lung trouble, which he Iraa unable to
shake off.
Mr. Roberta waa 27 years of age. He
is survived by a sister, Mrs. W. B.
Briggs, of Crystal Springs, Miss., and
two brothers, A. N. Roberts of Goodman, Miss., and J. 9. Roberts of Port
Tampa, Fla. During his residence
here the young man made many
friends, who mourn hia loss. No definite funeral arrangements, have been
made. The body is being cared for by
J. C. Johnsen and Son.

mm

We

..

Ve- -

ago from his homo in'
Crystal Springs, Miss., for hid health,
and after remaining hero a year In
which time he had practically regain-e- d
his health, he left for Roswell. The
Roswell climate did Hot agree with
him, however and he returned to Las
Vegas last fall. While In Roswell he
waa employed in a drugstore and the

i

OP

nine months, to El Saso. The company
occupied a special train, carrying
equipment of all kinds to the Mexican
border. The special made a stop at
the stockyards, three miles north of
the city, where the horses were fed
and exercised.
The train arrived in
Las Vegas about 4 o'ejpek, pulling out
for the south at 9 : 30 srclock, Wireless
stations will be installed along the
Mexican border by this company. Captain Mitchell Is the commanding officer.
This company is tlhe one said to
have "copped" the notorious French
poodle belonging to the Flints, on it
trip through Las Vegas last year. It
is said that the animal is still with the
soldiers.
The big dog), which has

Nicely furnished house

-

FALL LlliL

OUR

it has been stationed during the past

FOR RENT

i

''

..HA

i

t.

TOO LATE TO CLA83IFY.

AIM
QVr--

'0F

THE BIG MASTIFF AT SWTA FE
STATION IS SAID' TO HAVE
ENLISTED.

HOMER ROBERTS DEAD
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
Charles Homer Roberts, died Sat- FOR RENT for one or two
months, a
urday night at 11:45 o'clock at his
four room furnished house on the
home on Sixth street Young Roberts
hill. Electric light, telephone and
I had been
water rent paid; use of piano; rent
seriously ill for the past six
weeks and death did not come un
moderate.
Apply at Optic.
expectedly.

Be Consideration

For

JOINS SIGNAL COIFS

.

Fresh Today
I1AYVARD

PhoiSc Mtin Si

.

Con-

"

AT

LaslVcas Steam
Laundry

1

Tokay, Black Malvarose,
cord, Mission

EataMe

---

Las Vegas
Santa Fe

9,

Phjne Main 344.
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